In this special 30th Anniversary edition of Columba 2010, it is timely to acknowledge all of our past and present students, staff and community members, who have shaped All Saints’ College into the vibrant, friendly and stimulating learning environment it is today.

I hope the pages to follow reflect another colourful and busy academic year, and highlight just how far the College has progressed in the past 30 years.

Thank you to everyone who generously gave of their time to provide written and pictorial contributions for this year-book. In particular, I am grateful for the assistance and support of the 2010 Publications Captain, Aidan Smith, who displayed maturity and dedication in his leadership role. Together with the hard-working members of the student Publications Committee, their creative ideas and input were greatly appreciated.

Thank you also, to the 2010 Year 12 graduating students, who will be remembered for their diverse contributions to College life. We wish them all the happiness and success they deserve and hope this Columba provides them with fond memories of their final year at school.

Ms Sian Orchard
Community Relations (Publications) Officer
Columba 2010 Editor
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2010 – a year full of surprises

It was a wonderful surprise to realise that no matter what the circumstances, everyone was always willing to lend a hand. It was a surprise that the hardest year of schooling appeared to be the fastest, and also the slowest of any other school year. And finally, it was a surprise that even in my final year of school, I did not master the art of posing for ‘school photos’ as evidenced by my picture on this page.

Year 12 was a complete change in the way school worked. It was a year we wanted to end, but on the other hand, we also wanted it to last forever. There was no longer any form of divide between students and teachers, we knew them only as our friends.

We even had the option of making ourselves a toasted sandwich for lunch in the Year 12 Common Room. It was a year of certainty and security.

Publications Captain

Every day we woke up, had breakfast and went to school from 8.30am to 3.20pm. It is a routine we carried out for 13 years, and yet just around the corner is 2011 – our first year after All Saints’ College. We start again.

In the past, our final year and the end of our schooling seemed daunting as we looked towards it, sometimes doubting we would ever get there. Now, as we look forward, all we see is a haze, for some slightly more transparent than for others. Our uncertainty of the future is unerring, to say the least. Every day we will do something different. No uniform. No set time for lunch or recess. The security we cherished for so long will fall away as we become independent and use the skills and knowledge we were taught to prepare us. We will all have vastly different pathways; university, TAFE, work, travel.

So, after 13 years in an educational institute, it has all come to this – our final Columba. Throughout the year, the Publications Committee and the Community Relations Department worked tirelessly in an attempt to capture all the emotions and experiences of an entire school year. The following pages attempt to encapsulate all that is felt in the big College events, and in those more intimate experiences, which will be remembered for years to come. I hope you don’t disappoint!

No amount of thanks is enough for the commitment and perseverance Ms Orchard and her team showed this year, and all of the struggles they overcame. It is hard to describe what I did this year. The most I can do is wish all of the students well for next year; be positive and you can achieve all you set your mind to. Good luck!

Aidan Smith
Publications Captain

2010 was a year of considerable activity and progress for All Saints’. We continued our work on co-education. Mrs Edel Hailes and Mrs Jill Dinsdale attended a Gurian Institute summer school in Arizona to develop their understanding beyond that obtained during the Institute trainers’ visit to us last year. I hope we will soon be able to develop inhouse, research instruments which can indicate the effectiveness of the work we do.

We were subsequently granted Gurian Institute Model School status, one of only four schools with this designation, and the only one outside the USA. Two journals, one international, took up articles about All Saints’ co-education, and I was invited to deliver a keynote speech on co-education at a conference in Sydney.

Co-education remains absolutely central to our identity and our work.

Also of vital importance is our concentration on the very worrying areas of bullying in general, and cyber-bullying in particular.

Over the course of the year we arranged informative talks for students, parents and staff, and we joined an important research program based at Edith Cowan University.

This year we took a strong stance on cyberbullying, adopting the view that, while some student actions might occur outside our precinct, their consequences might impact on students when they are at the College, making our involvement appropriate. We are a long way from being able to claim that there is no bullying at All Saints’, but, consistent with our mission, we continue to direct resources to this troubling area.

2010 also saw great progress with our building program. In August we started using our new Indoor Sports Centre. One of the major elements of our new strategic plan is to enhance the connection between our Junior and Senior Schools. It was wonderful to involve both sections in a number of assemblies in the Centre. We all enjoyed the outstanding acoustics and the fine staging capacities.

Students from every year level also had many opportunities to use the friendly synthetic surface for games and general physical education.

It was especially pleasing to see the Year 12’s take up an offer of lunchtime Year 12 games in the Centre, so as to gain some benefit from this new facility in their final couple of months with us.

Work on the expanded Senior School Library continued, and I am confident we will be able to resume use of it at the start of the new academic year. It will greatly improve both the facilities and the ambience, making library work more intrinsically attractive.

A major project was the development of the design for the new Theatre. We are well advanced in this process and should be well placed for a start to building by the middle of 2011.

At the end of a year which contained the usual challenges and achievements in all our busy areas, we began a most exciting new service program.

Principal

From the

Publications Captain

From the

Principal

Columba 2010 — Columba 2010
Celebrating 30 years

Dr Geoffrey Shaw
Principal

We have, for some time now, been looking for a significant overseas service project. Following a visit to a small Maasai village school in Amboseli in Kenya, we started work to assist the extraordinary young leader of the school, Teacher Benjamin, and the school’s governing committee, to improve their resourcing and to provide Benjamin with more strategies for leading this exciting school with all the promise it offers its young Maasai children.

Coming at the end of the year, this wonderful project formed a fitting conclusion to an enriching year.
2010 has been a significant year for All Saints College. We celebrate 30 years since our founding and this edition of Columba records just how far All Saints has developed in that time. It is easy to see the physical changes that new buildings, larger trees and mature gardens have brought to the campus, but what we really feel is our tremendous growth as a school. All Saints has now established itself as the leading co-educational school in Western Australia, offering its students academic excellence and cultural enrichment with strong values in a natural, caring environment.

The success of All Saints throughout the past 30 years is built on many things. Thousands of students have each contributed a little bit of themselves to give us character and traditions. Their parents have made significant sacrifices to let us aim high. Our teachers and support staff have delivered quality education and pastoral care that have won international recognition. The Anglican Church has nurtured us and bound us into the wider community of Western Australia. Drawing all this together have been the vision and personality of our headmasters, and I particularly acknowledge the commitment and example of Dr Geoffrey Shaw as he leads All Saints’ College and its community of students, parents, staff and Old Saints.

I became Chair of the Board earlier this year following the retirement of Mrs Judith Cottier in April. Judith came out of retirement to chair the Board in 2008 and has been a wonderful leader in focusing our efforts on the needs of students. She has left All Saints’ in excellent condition, with sound finances, clear direction, and an enthusiastic Board keen to consolidate the achievements of the past 30 years. I regret to record that Dr Alistair Cowden’s term on the Board also came to an end last year, but am pleased to welcome Mrs Thirl Millachip, Mrs Soh Lin Choo, Ms Val Raubenheimer, Dr Sue van Leeuwen, The Ven Donato Fimognari, Mr Ian Warner, Mr Craig Walkemeyer, Mr David Kerr, Mr Peter Gow (Chair), Dr Geoffrey Shaw (Principal), Prof Donna Cross (Secretary), Mrs Sonia Johnson, Mr Simon Stone.

All Saints’ College and its community of students, parents, staff and Old Saints have recognised academic ability and pastoral care, and hosted students from other schools and other countries. We have hosted yet another Literature Festival, and for the first time have been able to host the Synod of the Anglican Church. We have seen heroic sporting achievements and marvelled at our students’ acting, dancing, and musical abilities. We have recognised academic ability and community service, and hosted students from other schools and other countries. We reflect on a great year, and look forward to even better years to come.

Mr Peter Grew
Chair, Board of Management

Chaplain Chatter

More so, we have made a commitment to support Teacher Benjamin and his Maasai Village School for the foreseeable future; a wonderful work that will make a difference to the lives of children who are hungry for knowledge, and a community that knows if it is to survive into the 21st Century it must educate its children. The ideas and excitement that came from Teacher Benjamin’s visit are wonderful. The good will and offers of support in a myriad of ways are heart-warming, both to him and those of us who are actively involved with this project.

I hope that in the years to come, as we take up many of the creative ideas presented we will know that in some small way, we responded to Teacher Benjamin and our sister school in Kenya, to make a difference that will be lasting and life changing.

Mother Theresa said as she reflected on her life and ministry, “We can do no great things; only small things with great love.” As we remember the birth of the Christ Child and look to the joys of the season of giving, let us give thanks for the opportunity of journeying together in 2010. Let us also give thanks for the knowledge that we have been given the chance to make a bigger difference in the lives of those who seek our support, to access those things we might often take for granted.

The Lord Be With You.

Luke 6:38: “The measure you give to others, God will give to you.”

Father Braden Short
Chaplain
The Parents and Friends’ Society was again very active in 2010, promoting and harnessing community spirit within the College family. Parent Social Coordinators in each year group supported this by organising and promoting social events. Streamlining the contact lists made this job much easier.

A record amount of sponsorship in 2010 was made available to students who gained either national or state selection to participate in various sporting, cultural and academic events. The P&F is very pleased to be able to provide this assistance to successful students.

The Pasar Malam, Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea and the Quiz Night, were P&F organised events held in the first half of the year.

The 30th Anniversary Gala Dinner celebration was held on 28 August at the Forrest Centre in Perth. The night was an outstanding success with 300 people in attendance including former principals, former students, board members, staff and parents. Fabulous friendship, food, entertainment and wine saw the night disappear all too quickly. The venue looked amazing, decorated in a ‘Pearls and Diamonds’ theme with a vibrant blue background. The positive response to the evening was a lovely reward for all the hard work put in by the organising committee.

The Parkerville Children and Youth Care Kids’ Fun Run was again held on the South Perth foreshore. This was the second year we supported Parkerville, which is now one of the College’s main community service fundraisers.

The P&F also funded some new equipment for students to enjoy; the Spida playground and football goals in the Junior School, as well as the climbing wall in the new Indoor Sports Centre. The P&F is wholly funded by the annual family subscription and has a charter to facilitate and promote community spirit within the College. The P&F Committee meets twice a term from 7pm on a Monday, as advertised on the College portal. Occasionally a guest speaker is invited to talk about a particular aspect of College life. One of our recent guests was Ian Warner who spoke about College finances and how fees were set. P&F meetings are open to all members of the College community and speakers will be advertised in the Courier newsletter and on the portal. Please come along!

Mrs Stephanie Macdonald
P&F President
It seems that Year 12 began just last month. By that measure, to some, Year 8 began at the beginning of the year. Now, it is all over.

The Class of 2010 will no longer experience the sense of anticipation that lends itself to the start of a fresh school year. Next year, together, we will enter a new decade - a new decade tingling with the tantalising taste of opportunity and freedom.

Even though we are leaving this decade, we are leaving with our memories, our friends and ourselves having grown in an indescribable and incredible way. The last decade has prepared us for our future lives, whatever they hold for us.

However, you cannot shape the future without looking at the past. With a newly reformed Student Council structure, the potential within the Council has grown exponentially. This year, more than $3000 was raised for Anglicare’s Suitcase of Hope Appeal. It was events such as the Balloon Launch and the House Hair Day that provided the bulk of these funds by uniting the All Saints’ College community behind one cause. We hope these events will become an All Saints’ tradition.

A particularly special Student Council project this year was the start of making connections between the Junior and Senior School students, with the aim of uniting as a whole K-13 College. The bonding between the Student Council and the Junior School students was a joy to watch, and will continue to develop well into the future.

It goes without saying that the efforts of Dr Shaw, Fr Braden, Mrs Dale and the entire staff deserve our thanks and praise for their support and encouragement throughout our time at the College. The efforts of Mr Brown to keep the ‘Year 12s in check must be noted, and we are proud to have hardly ever been locked out of the Common Room! The tireless work of Mr Lanigan should not go unrecognised. Despite his role being large enough for two people, he has always managed to have time for the College Captains, the Student Council and the Year 12 cohort. We cannot thank him enough.

Next year, we will be gone and younger students will move up another year in what, for some, seems like an endless scholastic journey. Only it is not endless. By Year 12, your years will feel like months and your weeks like days, just as they have for us. We also know you will not understand this until you are standing on our side of the fence. But please believe us when we advise you to grab every passing opportunity with both hands and do not let go.

Rebecca Long & Michael McPhail
2010 College Captains
and many questions as to when they would arrive, the Year 12 group was pleasantly surprised to receive them before their examinations, as opposed to the start of Term 3. This gave us a well-needed boost and confidence leading into the exams. I still feel a great sense of pride when I stand at the back of a room and see those wings on the back of our leavers’ jackets. It feels great to know that as Functions Captain, I had the opportunity to give something back to the Year 12 group, something they may keep forever.

At the start of this year, I teamed up with other members of the Student Council on Valentine’s Day, to raise money for the Anglicare Suitcase of Hope Appeal. With stalls such as ‘Name the Teddy’ (the winning name being ‘Old Greg’), and Guess How Many Heart Shaped Lollipops Were in the Jar, the stalls were a great success. It was wonderful to see both students and teachers give something back to the wider community.

In my role, I was also privileged to organise the Year 12 Ball. It was a night I will personally remember forever, and I hope everyone else does too. The lead up to the Ball was stressful and time consuming, but seeing my peers have a fantastic time on the night gave me a sense of pride and overwhelming joy. It was a great night by teachers and students alike, and although the students may not remember the Functions Captain who organised their ball, I hope they remember the event itself. I remember leaving the Ball thinking, ‘What will I do now?’ because the only event left to organise was the Year 11 Dinner Dance.

The Dinner Dance was held later in the year, and Jennifer Long and I attended as ‘official photographers’. I was worried about whether the Year 11s would have the same amount of fun as did the previous year. However, when the music began to blast (painfully distressing the accompanying staff members’ ears), the 11s began to party and my worries soon faded. The role gave me a great sense of pride and joy at being able to give something back to the students of All Saints College, and also to the wider community. It is a time in my life I will remember forever.

Taylor Turco
Functions & Sports Captains

Jemma Burns
Functions Captain

Sports
2010 was a highly enjoyable year for both of us and it was a great honour to represent the College as Sports Captains. It was wonderful to see All Saints’ do well in a variety of sporting pursuits throughout the year. Many talented students broke records and all of our Interschool sporting representatives worked as a team to walk away from the ACC Carnivals with outstanding success.

We both had a great year working closely with other members of the Student Council to organise events and see ideas come to fruition. It was an honour to contribute our ideas to the College and see them evolve as the year progressed.

We were lucky to be under the guidance of two awesome Sports Coordinators, Mr Beath and Miss Haendel. Without their help and friendship we would not have grown and achieved as much as we did. We admire them for their hard work and passion, both qualities which contribute to the sporting excellence at All Saints’.

Overall, 2010 was a highly successful year. As a College, we achieved goals which seemed daunting and somewhat unattainable at the start of the year. We are certain the future will be bright for Sport at the College, given the fantastic year we had this year.

Taylor Turco & Aaron Holmes
Sports Captains

Jemma Burns
Functions Captain
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Louise Biggs
Environment Captain

Environment
In 2010 we raised money to support several different charities. The role of Service Captain gave me a different perspective on just how fortunate our lives are here in Perth. Being involved with fundraising and organising events made me realise what we can do to make such a huge change to other people’s lives.

To the Student Council, Leaving Class of 2010 and all of the College staff, thank you for your help and support throughout my past five years at All Saints’. I will miss the College because it has played such a huge part in my life, but I will always cherish the memories. I wish everyone well for the years to come.

Louise Biggs
Community Service Captain

Environment
In 2010, the All Saints’ College Environment Group had a boost like no other in recent times. Our numbers increased from the record low last year of one or two members each week, to about 10 people, all from various groups and walks of life.

This year, a strong participation and commitment to our Busy Bees meant that we were able to build an extended retaining wall out of wooden logs along one end of the Creek. We also worked on a new area near the College’s Indoor Sports Centre. The Environment Group has made an amazing impact on rehabilitation to the Bull Creek area, and it is hoped they will continue to have a positive effect on other parts of the College campus.

Tim Noonan
Environment Captain
All Saints’ College
The Junior School
All Saints’ College Junior School students and staff had a productive and eventful year in 2010.

Phil Randall and Sara Mano, along with all Junior School staff, made Environmental Sustainability an overarching theme of the curriculum this year. Teachers looked at ways to incorporate thoughtful environmental practices and learning into their teaching. The appointment of Environmental Student Captains further enabled this to happen. The student initiatives this inspired were valuable - worm farms, waste-free lunches, vegetable gardens and recycling became part of the work we do and these initiatives will gain momentum over time.

Sara Mano, as Early Childhood Coordinator, led her team in a review of the recent document The Early Years Learning Framework, and in an exploration and reflection of the staff philosophy about Early Childhood Education. This further developed our talented team of Early Childhood professionals with a strong sense of purpose. This team passionately understand the value of the education they provide for their students. This strong sense of purpose will enable further development of our high quality program.

Janet Wiren worked with staff to further develop the Student Leadership structure. Year 5 students participated in a leadership course in preparation for Student Leadership positions in Year 6.

The Leadership structure in the Junior School was refined and is developing in strength and effectiveness.

The Junior School enjoyed two presentations from artist Simon Gilby, where he spoke about his work and the All Saints’ College Sculpture Project. Simon worked with the Junior School as each student etched a steel plate with a design that they believed represented them.

The Junior School Concert was a highlight for staff and students. The Concert celebrated the Arts and creativity. The specialist Arts staff brought their expertise and passion to each performance and students were able to express their individuality and creativity. Each year level worked with teachers to present a performance that expressed a unique interpretation of their chosen Australian artwork. The performances were vibrant, entertaining, and the level of interpretation quite complex and sophisticated.

The athletic achievements of our students, the talent shown at the Strings Festival, and the significant improvements of individual students who persisted in challenging circumstances, were all highlights this year.

I sincerely thank Junior School teaching staff who had the greatest impact on the social and academic development of our students.

To the parent community, I thank you for your support and involvement and wish you and your children a wonderful holiday and blessed Christmas season.

Mrs Penelope Crane
Head of Junior School

Student Leaders

Seated Row: Bronte Bekink, Dechen Khadro, Jessica Noonan, Nina Barrow, Aidee Varan, Charlie Sigston, Sam Howson.
Second Row: Ananthu Koloth, Riley Hansen, Kalahni Moir-Hatton, Christina Willshee, Frazer Hudson, Nathan Preimesberger.
Third Row: Viknesh Ponnuthurai, Jonathan Morgan, Molly Hickmott, Yash Mittha, Jackson White.
Staff: Mrs Janet Wiren (Deputy Head of Junior School), Mrs Penelope Crane (Head of Junior School).
Absent: Emma Haines, Amy Neill.
From the Junior School Councillors

Our role as Student Councillors was an exciting and truly rewarding experience. We were proud to have the opportunity to represent the Junior School this year and to see the School community grow.

Becoming a Councillor was not easy. It involved preparing a speech to explain to the other students why we thought we would make a good leader and why we wanted to become one. I remember when we went up to speak we were very nervous, but realised it was just part of becoming a leader and learning. At the end of 2009, when we found out we had become leaders, all the hard work had finally paid off and we were so proud of ourselves.

Who would have thought we would be able to meet the Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, The Honourable Stephen Conroy, as well as All Saints’ College Board Chair, Mr Peter Gow, and other important people?

Viknesh Ponnuthurai & Amy Neill
Junior School Councillors

We would not have been able to represent other students in the Junior School Concert, speak at the Official Opening of the new Indoor Sports Centre, or appear in the Community Newspaper with the Year 12 College Captains.

As Student Leaders, we were responsible for making decisions that could affect the whole Junior School. Those decisions were not made individually, but we worked as part of a team with the other Student Leaders and Mrs Crane. This year we made decisions about how assemblies would run, including appointing other Student Leaders and invited guests to speak.

As Student Leaders, we learnt to be confident about taking responsibility in the Junior School. At first, it was quite scary, but as time went by we stopped being afraid and started accepting the challenges of being a leader and doing the best for our fellow students. Anyone who takes on the responsibility of being a Student Leader will find it very rewarding and will be able to look back over their experiences and be glad they did it.

Amy Neill & Viknesh Ponnuthurai
Junior School Councillors

From the Community Service & Environment Captains

Environment

My name is Charlie Sigston and I was an Environment Captain in 2010 with my teammates Nina Barrow, Kalahni Mair-Hatton and Riley Hansen. At the start of the year we conducted a Waste Survey which revealed how much we were wasting and helped us clean up the School. At the end of Term 2, we planted four orange trees around the School and in Term 3, we adopted a bilby from Perth Zoo. Throughout the year we spoke at assemblies to announce upcoming events and we also organised four Waste-Less Lunches. When we held a Waste-Less Lunch, everyone was asked to bring as little waste to school as possible. Every fortnight we took the recycling bins out and put them on the kerb.

This is what being Environment Captains meant to us:

Helping the environment was a big part of being an Environment Captain and it was very fulfilling. Helping the school with all the daily environmental jobs was just as good as having big days full of excitement.

Nina Barrow

I really like being an Environment Captain because we helped the environment. It was satisfying knowing that we were doing our bit to help. Responsibility comes with being an Environment Captain and even though it was a lot of work, it was also fun.

Charlie Sigston

I liked being an Environment Captain because I got to help the environment while other people were doing work in class. I also liked the feeling of helping the environment.

Riley Hansen

I liked being an Environment Captain because we made sure the environment was clean. I felt important speaking at assembly and I was very happy to be one of the Environment Captains.

Kalahni Mair-Hatton

Community Service

The leadership position of 2010 Year 6 Community Service Captains prepared us with responsibilities and courage for our high school years to come. The role involved being trustworthy and reliable, and having resilience when things became difficult.

We enjoyed being Community Service Captains this year and among other things, we were involved in organising a Bake Sale, Mother’s Day Raffle and a Sausage Sizzle to raise money for charity. We also took out the recycling bins each Friday, spoke at Chapel Services almost every Monday, coordinated who was on Sports Shad duty, and created fun and colourful posters to advertise special events around the School. We also held a Christmas lunch and an end-of-year Disco.

Aidee Varan, Molly Hickmott, Ananthu Kaloth & Yash Mittha
Community Service Captains

Nina Barrow
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Charlie Sigston
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Riley Hansen
Yash Mittha
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Bussell had a great year in 2010 and we were proud to be House Captains of such a fantastic group of talented students. The opportunity to be House Captains, not only for a semester, but for a whole year, was an amazing experience.

In Term 1, the Swimming Carnival was really exciting. We swam with positive thoughts and strived for success. We were excited to discover that our results were a big improvement on the past couple of years.

Term 2 began and Bussell came away with a win at the Cross-Country Carnival. It was a great experience for us and we were proud of the whole House. Bussell has a great team spirit and shows some amazing talent. We hope Bussell has great success in the Cross-Country in future, and we hope everyone continues to try their best.

Also in Term 2, we were proud to raise money for the Fred Hollows Foundation by designing and making our own crazy glasses using recycled materials such as egg cartons, plastic bottles, bottle lids, old glasses, tin cans and art materials. Another big fundraising event was the Busking Day, where students could participate in an act or skit of their choice. The Junior School students donated money to their favourite act and we raised a generous amount for a worthy cause. This event was even mentioned in the local newspaper with a photograph and article!

In Term 3, Bussell’s efforts during the Athletics Carnival were amazing and we were very proud of everyone who competed. Bussell did well in the individual events and tried their best in the team games. Although we did not finish with a win this year, we hope to improve next year. The Bake Sale was also a huge success in Term 3. The Year 6s made about 750 different cakes to sell. One Friday at recess we went around to all the classes to sell each item for 50 cents. We collected all the money and the total amount came to about $373, which was then donated to World Vision.

We had a great year and were fortunate to be part of this Bussell team for 2010.

Sam Howson & Nathan Preimesberger
House Captains
Mrs Iola Knight
Head of House
2010 was an exciting year for Drummond House. We had a great
time and enjoyed every moment of it. Drummond is a wonderful House,
full of energy and happiness, and we were very lucky to work with the
team this year. We participated in many exciting events including the
Cross-Country Carnival, Athletics Carnival and House fundraising.
We all did lots of preparation and training before the Swimming
Carnival, so we were ready for the big day. Drummond did an excellent
job and tried their hardest. The cheering was fabulous and it really
encouraged our participants to swim as fast as they could.
On the day of the Cross-Country Carnival, we all hurried to the oval
ready to compete for our House. The banners were set up and all of the
mascots were waiting for us. There were terrific posters covering our
bay which really showed the strong Drummond spirit.

Athletics was the event we had all
been waiting for and everyone was
excited about this carnival! The
moment our Drummond team walked
onto the oval, we were all filled with
energy and House spirit. We learnt
many chants and made sure we were
heard! Everyone was encouraged to
make a personal best, and many did
exactly that.

Thank you Drummond for being
such a great team, we are proud
of you! Our Drummond team was
supportive and never let anything
bring us down.

Everyone is a great asset to our team,
and not only do they try their hardest,
they also achieve great things.
You have made this year such an
enjoyable and exciting one. You truly
are the best!

Go Drummond!

Emma Haines, Frazer Hudson
& Dechen Khadro
House Captains

Miss Jessica Hatton
Head of House
The 2010 Molloy House Captains are really proud of the group Molloy has become. Molloy’s team spirit improved so much throughout the year and it really encouraged everyone to try their best. We believe this team spirit was the secret to our victory at the Swimming and Athletics Carnivals.

After the Swimming Carnival we were told that Molloy was definitely the House that cheered the loudest, and it was great to see everyone support and encourage their team-mates. The Athletics Carnival was also an amazing event: With remarkable results in team games (Molloy won 10 team games in a row), this proves that Molloy members are real team players! Once again, everyone cheered each other on from the sidelines and it was a great feeling that helped students to achieve their best.

2010 was also a great year for fundraising. One of the fundraising events we held this year was Crazy Glasses Day, which was a huge success. Everyone made cool glasses and wore them for the whole school day for just a gold coin donation. The money collected made its way to the Fred Hollows Foundation. Thank you to all the Molloy people who wore their crazy glasses and made a donation to help the blind. We also raised lots of money for World Vision with our Bake Sale, which was fantastically supported throughout the Junior School.

As the 2010 Molloy House Captains, we both hope the phenomenal Molloy spirit continues to grow and flourish for many years to come. It really was an honour to be part of this awesome team.

Christina Willshee & Jackson White
House Captains
Mr Leon Wilson
Head of House
Riley House had a great year in 2010. We may not have won everything, but we tried our hardest! We yelled on the sideline, supporting our team members and always having fun.

Riley did a great job in Term 1 at the Swimming Carnival. Lots of effort went into making great mascots and everyone cheered on their team-mates. We did really well and came a close second behind Molloy.

Term 2 was another busy term for Riley. We had our Cross-Country Carnival with great participation from all team members. Lots of bright red House shirts stood out in the crowd. It was a great occasion for all the Houses.

Earlier in 2010, House Captains made the decision to raise money for the Fred Hollows Foundation. This foundation supports indigenous people by providing money and resources to help with vision and eye health care. We decided to do something a little different, wacky and lots of fun. We held a Crazy Glasses Day to raise money for this worthy cause. It was a great success with many colourful and creative glasses worn on the day.

We also staged an All Saints’ Busking Day. The Year 6 students provided many entertaining busking items at lunch time, including a Michael Jackson item and a group of clowns performing many wonderful tricks for the younger children. The Junior School raised more than $1000 to present to the Fred Hollows Foundation.

World Vision was another worthy cause that we decided to support. A Bake Sale was organised by Mrs Regnard, with help from the Year 6 Student Leaders. We made many delicious snacks to sell at recess and collected more than $350 to give to World Vision. Several students came back for seconds! Look out Master Chef contestants!

Term 3 brought a very exciting Athletics Carnival to the Junior School. Riley made a huge effort with the team games and jumps. We managed to finish consistently in second and third place. It was a very close finish with event organisers unable to announce the winner on the day. More tallying and checking was done, and eventually Riley was announced as a very close second behind Molloy. Congratulations to all Riley members on their fantastic efforts throughout 2010.

When we reflect on the year, Riley has had many proud and victorious moments. It is a great House and hopefully 2011 will be just as successful.

Riley is dynamite! Goooooo Riley!

Brontë Tomkins & Jonathan Morgan
House Captains
Mrs Edel Hailes
Head of House

Everywhere we go
People want to know
Who we are, so we
tell them
We are from Riley,
Mighty, mighty Riley
Goooooo RILEY!
Sustainability Week reflections from Kindergarten F

I put rubbish in the recycling bin. Isabelle
Me and Mum try not to turn the tap on for a long time. We have chickens
and worms. Johana
The worms eat all the scraps instead of going to the big garbage tip. Lars
You can’t waste water. You need to turn the tap off. Elena
Worms eat hair. You don’t leave the tap on. Katie
We turn the taps off. We give our fruit scraps to fama’s chickens. Adeolu
Looking after children is important, being friendly and not hurting them. Lisan
Not taking too much rubbish. You need to throw
it in the bin, it goes to the dump. Komy
You have to wear a jumper if you’re cold instead of turning on the heater. Busaba
We planted strawberries and lettuce. We are going to eat them. Mia
You need to look after everything. Joshua Chen
You need to save all the people by asking God. We could make stuff with the rubbish. Alysha
You don’t put any rubbish in the bin or it will go to the dump. You put pasta in a lunchbox. Finn
I made a doggy with an egg box, so we don’t send it to the dump. Stella
If you leave rubbish on the floor, animals could eat it. They will get sick. Skyrah
I like to play outside with my Mum in a clean space. Imogen
You have to eat all of your food. There won’t be any scraps. Cooper
I turn off the tap. I don’t waste water. Mayowa
The worms make worm poo and they help our plants to grow. Finley
I use recycled bits and pieces by making new things with them. Taj
It is important to look after the plants. You need to water them. Fiyisa
We can water the plants. We need to recycle and not put rubbish in the bin. Shania
You need to turn the tap off while you’re brushing your teeth. Zeke
We can water plants. The chickens at my house eat all the scraps and lay eggs for us. Tammi
We made worm farms. The worms eat our food scraps. Joshua Cole
I turn off the tap, it would waste water. Denzel
Water the plants to make them grow. Fiya
You wear a jacket to keep warm. Luke
When I grow up, I want to be... a pilot that flies an aeroplane because my Grandpa did that. Calvin
a firefighter because a firefighter came to Kindy and I wished I was one. They put fires out and I like them. Xavier Camacho
I want to help my Dad work in the pet shop because it is very busy with customers. Darian
a zoo keeper because I want to save the animals and be a rescuer. We will make the animals get better. Xavier Domenech
a gymnast because they do cool things. I would flip over on bars and do cartwheels and handstands. Emily
a fire engine man because I want to hold the hose and spray water. Ben
a ballerina because I would like to dance and dress up like a ballerina. Samson
a vet because I could help the sick animals. Tameka
a painter because it is fun painting and I could paint big houses. Noah
a ballet dancing teacher because I love to dance and I could show others how to do it. Zoe
a gardener because I like planting flowers by myself. Mia
I want to work at my Daddy’s work because I like my Daddy and his office. Flynn
a clown because it would be funny. I would be able to do acrobatics and be funny. Abinab
a doctor because I would like to be busy and learn how to fix people. Ayodele
I want to be a nurse so I can give people injections. Mosan
a boat sailor because I want to ride in boats. I would take my Dad to a nice island to find treasure. Evelyn
a ballerina because they are all pretty. I like dancing and I would dance a ballerina dance. Kate

Junior School

Kindergarten F

(5 and 2 day students)


Teachers: Mrs Rebecca Flanagan, Mrs Caroline Long, Amber Andersen, Ski Mears.

Absent: Roy Singh, Shiket Holland, Joshua Cole.

Kindergarten P

(5 and 3 day students)


Teachers: Mrs Rebecca Flanagan, Mrs Caroline Long, Amber Andersen, Ski Mears.

Absent: Riya Singh, Skylah Hubbard, Joshua Cole.

Junior School

Sustainability Week reflections from Kindergarten F

I put rubbish in the recycling bin. Isabelle
Me and Mum try not to turn the tap on for a long time. We have chickens
and worms. Johana
The worms eat all the scraps instead of going to the big garbage tip. Lars
You can’t waste water. You need to turn the tap off. Elena
Worms eat hair. You don’t leave the tap on. Katie
We turn the taps off. We give our fruit scraps to fama’s chickens. Adeolu
Looking after children is important, being friendly and not hurting them. Lisan
Not taking too much rubbish. You need to throw
If I were an insect I would be...

**Pre-Primary B**

1. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because they are very colourful. **Emily**
2. If I were an insect I would be a caterpillar because I like to eat leaves. **Grace**
3. If I were an insect I would be a praying mantis because I can do everything at once. **Hunter**
4. If I were an insect I would be a ladybird because I want to eat leaves. **Jacob**
5. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because I like spots. **Jenna**
6. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because I love butterflies. **Damiana**
7. If I were an insect I would be a dragonfly because I like flying. **Eli**

**If I were an insect I would be...**

1. If I were an insect I would be a redback spider because I would like to bite people. **Kylian**
2. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because I would like to fly. **Liam**
3. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because I would have antennas. **Kirrilee**

---

**Pre-Primary G**

1. If I were an insect I would be a caterpillar because I like them. **Kate**
2. If I were an insect I would be a stick insect because some people think they are sticks. **Jackson**
3. If I were an insect I would be a bee because I like them. **Tristan**
4. If I were an insect I would be a butterfly because they sting. **Ashton**
5. If I were an insect I would be a caterpillar because they move so slowly. **Roaf**
6. If I were an insect I would be a peacock butterfly because they can fly everywhere. **Jade**
7. If I were an insect I would be an earthworm because I could burrow underground and then poke my head up and look around. **Michael**
8. If I were an insect I would be a praying mantis because they crawl everywhere. **Matthew**
9. If I were an insect I would be a peacock butterfly because they look colourful. **Eleanor**
10. If I were an insect I would be a caterpillar because they can turn into butterflies. **Elijah**
11. If I were an insect I would be a ladybird because sometimes their spots can be different. **Charlotte**
12. If I were an insect I would be a snail because they live in dirt. **Rachel**
13. If I were an insect I would be a spider because they have tiny legs. **Georgia**
14. If I were an insect I would be a ladybird because they have spots. **Ginger**
If I were Prime Minister for a day I would... 

If I could change the world...

If I were Prime Minister for a day I would... 

If I could change the world...
Junior School

Year 2C

What I learnt this year in 2C...

I learnt that a weir is a dam connected to a river or stream. Kids.

I learnt there is a star that shines more than the sun. Mathias.

I learnt that Mars had a dust storm and there is no air or food! Madison.

I learnt that stonelife can be dangerous and they are not found in Western Australia. Tannah.

I learnt that water goes in a continuous cycle. Kids.

I learnt how to write stories. Roman.

I learnt how to sing in a choir. You need to stand straight and have your hands on the seams of your pants. Kristen.

I found out that the yoyo was the first toy invented! It was made in the 1860s. Alex-Murray.

This year I improved my Maths. I am more confident adding and subtracting. Alex Saunders.

I improved at Maths games and I am better at Maths because of them. Ethan.

I learnt that crabs have 10 feet and I can draw them. Meisha.

I found out that an otter has 800 million brown hairs or more. Tannah.

I loved learning all about ‘Space’. There are lots of different planets. Jacob.

I improved my writing and my capitals. I learnt lots of new directions you can use in Maths. Trinity.

I improved my writing and learned how to do ‘groups of’ in Maths. Trinity.

I learnt how to do ‘groups of’ in Maths.

I improved my writing and learnt about the old jellyfish called ephyra. Sophie.

I learnt about bees, honey eaters and Australian koalaburras. Laura.

I did a Marine Life project and learnt about an old jellyfish called ephyra. Sophie.

I researched ‘Water’ and learnt that we can now walk into waterfalls that have dried out and see lots of rocks and caves. Nivi.
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Junior School
Year 3G

Think about yourself at the age of 25. What advice would you give from your 9-year-old self?

Make sure you look after your health. Michael
Keep on rocking, rock out! Riley Blades
Don’t take drugs.
Riley Bourne
Never drop out. Sarah
Try hard to focus on your sport. Charlie
Follow your dreams.
Midiah
Don’t drink and drive.
Thomas Heatley
Never mess up in driving school. Nadine
Don’t ever smoke. Adam
Never, never, never, never, never give up!
Matthew

Once you start something, finish it. Ryan
Remember to always use deodorant and aftershave.
Louis
Stand up and look out for others. Anjali
Be caring and kind to all people. Zachary
Never drink too much beer.
Cameron
Don’t cycle chaotically.
Thomas Morgan
Always give it your best shot. Erin
Don’t fire anyone from your business. Liam
Never forget to care. Eva
Look out for traffic. Taylor

Rock and roll. Luke
Never ever give up! Ella
Remember to always look after your family. Alice
Be ready for anything.
Lewie

Junior School
Year 3K

Think about yourself at the age of 25. What advice would you give from your 9-year-old self?

Have a driver’s licence and just be yourself! Brayden
Get a good job! Liam
Be trustworthy, kind and loving to people and animals.
Be pretty and into music. Linda
Be smart, rich and handsome! Ryan
Follow your destiny and have courage, determination and perseverance in everything you do. Thenil
Be an organised and careful train driver. James

Don’t ever smoke. Adam
Never, never, never, never, never give up!
Matthew

Once you start something, finish it. Ryan
Remember to always use deodorant and aftershave.
Louis
Stand up and look out for others. Anjali
Be caring and kind to all people. Zachary
Never drink too much beer.
Cameron
Don’t cycle chaotically.
Thomas Morgan
Always give it your best shot. Erin
Don’t fire anyone from your business. Liam
Never forget to care. Eva
Look out for traffic. Taylor

Rock and roll. Luke
Never ever give up! Ella
Remember to always look after your family. Alice
Be ready for anything.
Lewie

Take care of yourself by eating healthy food and being healthy. Paris
Be responsible as a parent and do not smoke. Lauren
Work hard to be rich so you can buy a car, a house and travel. Isaac
Work hard and get a good job.
Taylor
Do not drink alcohol or talk on the phone and drive.
Arielle
Work hard to get money to buy a nice house and car.
Harrison
Think for yourself, get your learner’s permit, be responsible and help others. Benjamin McVeigh

Live with friends and work hard.
Benjamin Michael
Do not drink any alcohol or smoke. Make sure you are a good person.
Philip
Work hard to be smart, rich and have a good job so I can have a three-storey house, with a giant pool, tennis courts, a good bike and a wonderful fast car.
Jack

Have fun and have lots of cool friends.
Matteo
Be friendly and kind to everybody. Jordana
Get a good job so you can have lots of money.
Millie

Do not drink and drive.
Harry
Do not be silly and don’t smoke. Emma
Have courage, determination and persevere in everything you do. Thenil
Be an organised and careful train driver. James
If I could live in any harsh environment in the universe, I would choose...

**Junior School Year 4H**

Bethany because no one has tried to go so far into space. Mitchell
Mars because Mars Bars are named after Mars. Cleo
a desert because you get a lot of water out of a cactus. Luke
a desert because there is so much sand and you can spend your time in the sand. Aiden
Steven because it is outside the heliosphere. Christopher
space because it is outside the universe. Jevan
Saturn because no one has tried to go so far into space. Mitchell

If I could live in any harsh environment in the universe, I would choose...

**Junior School Year 4J**

Antarctica because there are lots of penguins there. Finn
the Arctic because there are lots of animals and wildlife. James
Antarctica because there are lots of wildlife and snow. Max
Antarctica because I want to see seals and penguins. Bailey
Saturn because you would be able to work in space. Connor
Jupiter because there’s less gravity. Mitchell
the Arctic because it is warmer than Antarctica but colder than the desert with beautiful nature. Juvenna
the desert because there is less gravity and you do what you want. Mitchell
Antarctica because you could look at penguins. Finn

**Notes**

- All Saints College
- Year 4H
- Year 4J
- Columba 2010
- Celebrating 30 years
Junior School

Year 5D

A day in the life of a Year 5D student

It is 8.25am and time to get organised for the day ahead. I say hello to my friends, put my diary in the pigeonhole, my homework in the tray and my lunch order in the basket. Then I go and sit on the carpet ready to find out what we will be working on during the first lesson of the day. Our first lesson is ‘Mystery Object’. Around the classroom are 12 mystery objects from Japan. My task is to work with a partner to describe the objects and try to guess what they are used for and why they are a special part of Japanese culture. Why not try and Sensei explains again and Sensei explains at all of the mystery objects is back to class for our lesson of the day. Our first lesson was Science and today we were working on measuring angles. I work hard to ensure that I don’t mix up my acute and obtuse angles! Before I know it, it is time for recess. I eat my snack, chat with my friends and go down to the playground to burn off some energy!

Back to class and it is time for Language. This term we are working on poetry. Today we record our times in hurdles and measure our best long jump. All too soon it is back to class for our Japanese lesson. We look at all of the mystery objects again and Sensei explains what they are used for and why they are a special part of Japanese culture.

What a lot of learning in one day!

By Year 5D

Mathematics, and today we are learning to use our protractors to measure angles. I work hard to ensure that I don’t mix up my acute and obtuse angles! Before I know it, it is time for recess. I eat my snack, chat with my friends and go down to the playground to burn off some energy!

Back to class and it is time for Language. This term we are working on poetry. We read an amazing poem which describes an eagle by Alfred, Lord Tennyson. We use Tennyson’s description to draw a picture of an eagle and then have a discussion about figurative language.

Our next task is to write our own poems. I decide to write a poem about an octopus and by the end of the lesson I am very proud of my first draft.

During the next lesson we work in the Lower Theatre with SM on our ‘Student Leadership’ program. This is a fun and important program because we work towards being Student Leaders in the Junior School in Year 6. The lesson goes by quickly and it’s soon time for lunch. I eat hungry with my friends and go down to the oval for a game of soccer.

Afternoon school begins with Sport. We are preparing for the Athletics Carnival later on in the term. Today we record our times in hurdles and measure our best long jumps. All too soon it is back to class for our Japanese lesson. We look at all of the mystery objects again and Sensei explains what they are used for and why they are a special part of Japanese culture.

What a lot of learning in one day!

By Year 5D

Junior School

Year 5M

A day in the life of a Year 5M student

After spending a few minutes catching up with friends I took my computer out ready for the day. Our first lesson was Science and we conducted an experiment about the microorganism yeast. We investigated what conditions yeast needed to activate and produce carbon dioxide – cold, warm or hot water and with or without sugar.

While waiting for the balloons to inflate over the bottles we prepared carbon dioxide – cold, warm or hot water and with or without sugar. While waiting for the balloons to inflate over the bottles we prepared carbon dioxide – cold, warm or hot water and with or without sugar.

After spending a few minutes catching up with friends I took my computer out ready for the day. Our first lesson was Science and we conducted an experiment about the microorganism yeast. We investigated what conditions yeast needed to activate and produce carbon dioxide – cold, warm or hot water and with or without sugar.

While waiting for the balloons to inflate over the bottles we prepared carbon dioxide – cold, warm or hot water and with or without sugar.

We discovered that the yeast mixture with sugar and warm water was the fastest to inflate the balloon. After drawing our diagrams and typing our results analysis, we discussed what we knew about our microorganism study for next week – mould!

Following a quick bite and game of handball at recess, we returned to the classroom for Mathematics. I played Mathematics Live for a few minutes and beat a teacher in the United Kingdom! As part of our unit on ‘Chance’ we made some probability tables for a game spinning two spinners. Working out the combinations was fairly tricky but the probability of the scores as a fraction and percentage was a real challenge!

After playing Search and Rescue at lunch we taught our Pre-Primary buddies how to make simple origami. We always love spending time with our buddies! Our last lesson of the day was Music, where we bonged away on xylophones and sang our favourite songs. All in all, a busy and fulfilling day in 5M - never a dull moment!

By Year 5M
Junior School
Year 6R

Year 6R memories from our time in Junior School. I remember when...

I went to Octagon Theatre to play a vixen called Boogie. My soccer team scored our first and last goal at the ISPHA Carnival which I loved. Charlie.

I was the only one to hold a snake. James.

I was the only one in my soccer team standing on our roll during Year 6 Camp. Jackson.

I was the last one in my team to jump out from behind the bushes at Nanga Camp and scared all. Olivia.

I got Champion Boy in Year 5 for Athletics. Jack.

I was in Year 1 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 1 and I was so afraid of Darth Vader that I made my friends come with me to the toilet, just in case he was hiding in there. Lily.

I broke my elbow falling off a wall. People were calling me "Weirdo Dumpy". Jack.

I was in Year 3 and Beth said “your face when I was asleep using permanent marker. It wouldn’t wash off, so I had to go to school wearing it. Alice.

I fell over on camp, embedded rocks into my knees, and was half asleep half laughing with Olivia. Morgy.

I fell over on camp, emboldened me to space. Holly.

I was in Year 4 and I was banner bearer in Year 2. I fractured my wrist and all of my friends helped me. Jonathan.

I was in Year 2 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I laughed hysterically! Georgia.

I fell over on camp, emboldened me to space. Holly.

I was in Kindy and I left my teddy bear in my locker, I didn’t sleep at all! Nina.

I was in Year 4 class. I said that Navina it was my first day in Mrs Miller’s class.

I actually believed my buggy would take me to space. Serena.

I was the only one in my soccer team standing on our roll during Year 6 Camp. Jackson.

I was outside at night time during the Year 4 Nanga Camp. Paddy.

We talked all through the night on the Year 6 Nanga Camp. Elise.

I was on Darwin on the crocodile cruise. The croc leapt into the air to eat the chicken bait – it was amazing! Ananthu.

I was in Pre-Primary and drew a mosquito on myself with a permanent marker. It didn’t wash off for days. Beth.

I was at the Lightning Carnival and we won most of our footy games! Daniel.

I first met my best friend Navina in Year 3. Chloe.

we went rafting on the Nanga Camp. I threw a sponge at Mr Baptist’s head and it bounced off! We were soaking wet by the end. Jhett.

I received a certificate for being a top 10 finalist in The Year Australian for my story competition. Nina.

I was in Year 1 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Kindy and I was so embarrassed dancing to Guy Sebastian’s song. Olivia.

I was in Year 1 and I was so afraid of Darth Vader that I made my friends come with me to the toilet, just in case he was hiding in there. Lily.

I broke my elbow falling off a wall. People were calling me "Weirdo Dumpy". Jack.

I was in Year 3 and I cracked my head open. Nathan.

I was in Year 3 and Beth said “your face when I was asleep using permanent marker. It wouldn’t wash off, so I had to go to school wearing it. Alice.

I was in Year 4 and I was banner bearer in Year 2. I fractured my wrist and all of my friends helped me. Jonathan.

I was in Kindy, Serena and I were putting sand into pans when we noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 2 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 4 class. I said that Navina it was my first day in Mrs Miller’s class.

I actually believed my buggy would take me to space. Serena.

I was the only one in my soccer team standing on our roll during Year 6 Camp. Jackson.

I was the last one in my team to jump out from behind the bushes at Nanga Camp and scared all. Olivia.

I got Champion Boy in Year 5 for Athletics. Jack.

I was in Year 1 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 2 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 4 and I was banner bearer in Year 2. I fractured my wrist and all of my friends helped me. Jonathan.

I was in Kindy, Serena and I were putting sand into pans when we noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 2 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 4 class. I said that Navina it was my first day in Mrs Miller’s class.

I actually believed my buggy would take me to space. Serena.

I was the only one in my soccer team standing on our roll during Year 6 Camp. Jackson.

I was the last one in my team to jump out from behind the bushes at Nanga Camp and scared all. Olivia.

I got Champion Boy in Year 5 for Athletics. Jack.

I was in Year 1 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.

I was in Year 2 when Bella and I were doing leaderball at the Athletics Carnival. Afterwards I noticed someone had taken our pyjamas to school. Serena.
Choral Kick-Start Camp
& Year 4 Scitech Sleepover

Choral Kick-Start Camp
In Term 1, the Junior Voices (Years 3/4 Choir) and the Saints Voices (Years 5/6 Choir) participated in a Choir Kick-Start Workshop. The workshop was held over two days, and aimed to ‘kick-start’ the choirs for 2010.

The choristers learnt a variety of repertoire, which was then performed at the conclusion of the workshops with a short concert for the parents. Kick-Start also allowed for bonding opportunities as students participated in djembe workshops, outdoor obstacle courses and a swim in the All Saints’ Aquatic Centre pool.

The students and staff also enjoyed delicious food prepared by parent helpers.

Kick-Start was a fantastic way to start the year for our Junior School Choirs. We look forward to another fabulous workshop at the start of 2011.

Mrs Anita Newhouse
Junior School Music Teacher

Year 4 Scitech Sleepover
The day had finally come - the Scitech sleepover!
It was like any other Thursday. We came to school, we worked hard as usual and we left. But not for long! We returned at 5pm for the sleepover! We watched part of a movie but most of us barely looked at the screen. We were all talking about how excited we were! Finally we hopped on the bus and after some emotional goodbyes, Classes 4H and 4J left for Scitech.

We finally arrived after the long bus trip and flooded through the entrance of Scitech, rushing to try to see the new exhibits. But first we took a visit to Horizon. The Planetarium, to see some cool space shows. Space is amazing!

Then it was dinner time, pizza and drinks all round. We participated in two programs with the Scitech staff: electronics in the CSIRO Lab and mixing music in the Sound Studio. We made amazing music on the computers.

After supper we had free time and went to bed. Unfortunately we did not get much sleep because some of us slept under the exit lights! Our teachers said it should be called the ‘Scitech No Sleepover’!

When we awoke we had more free time, hopped on the bus and headed for Kings Park. There we had a good breakfast – a bacon and egg sandwich with fresh orange juice. We played in an awesome playground before heading back to school. This excursion was fantastic but it was over in the blink of an eye. Everyone had an amazing time.

Georgia Balding &
Steven Thiele
Year 4
Before we sat down to eat lunch. "We participated in two more activities. In the morning we packed our bags and the bus took us into four assigned groups and completed our big activities including canoeing, flying fox, raft making or search and rescue. This was followed by a small activity such as bush art, low ropes or initiative games. That night we all enjoyed some fun quizzes."

"In the morning, some people went on a bird walk and then everyone completed their morning tasks. The weather was very hot on Thursday. We reapplied sunscreen and Mr Baptiste sprayed us with the sun block. That night we watched the movie Camp Rock and Mr Baptiste sprayed us with the sun block. That night we watched the movie Camp Rock and Mr Baptiste sprayed us with the sun block."

"Thursday was spent on a tour of Tokyo city. We went to Asakusa Kannon, one of the most famous temples in Japan, where we also did some souvenir shopping. We climbed the 152m Tokyo Tower and enjoyed views across the city, visited Akihabara where you can buy all sorts of electrical goods and games, and finally went to Tokyo Station to catch a shinkansen, or bullet train, to Ohinoya."

"On the final night we split into six teams for an Interactive Super Quiz. We were asked questions about the hottest singers and bands on the planet, the best sports stars of our generation, mathematics problems and general knowledge."

"A visit to Darwin and beyond. On 10 July, students and staff departed Perth for the warmer climate of Darwin. In our first couple of days we experienced the excitement of Darwin’s Wave Pool, enjoyed the hustle and bustle of Mindil Beach Markets and sat on the soft sand of Mindil Beach to watch the sun sink into the Timor Sea."

"Mr Phil Randall Junior School Curriculum Coordinator"
Junior School Swimming

Interhouse Swimming Carnival

Years 3-6 students swam for their House in the annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival. In the morning, the Years 3 and 4 children made a splash in the All Saints’ Aquatic Centre and cheered on their House group.

After lunch the Years 5 and 6 students were ready for their turn in the pool.

The final combined result was:

1ST BUSSELL
2ND MOLLOY
3RD DRUMMOND
4TH RILEY

Congratulations to the following Age Champions:

YEAR RUNNER-UP CHAMPION
Year 3 Boy Louis Millar Adam John
Year 3 Girl Taylah Ion Sarah Cross
Year 4 Boy Lachlan Hartfield Steven Thiele
Year 4 Girl Holly Morgan Lilli Hanna
Year 5 Boy Rhys Davies Alexander Coleman
Year 5 Girl Rachel Yovich Felicity Metcalfe
Year 6 Boy Joshua Watkins Jackson White
Year 6 Girl Amy Neill Brontë Tomkins

JSHAA Interschool Swimming

Seated Row: Emma Harvey, Mia Hughes, Holly Morgan, Thomas Jardine, Rachel Prank, Mitchell Tate, Steven Thiele, Lilli Hanna, Harrison Woodfield-Hoare.

Second Row: Emma Barden, Kosovo St John, Gannen Po, Emma Hawker-Kelly, Emma Hawker, Rhys Davies, Felicity Metcalfe, James Darley.


Absent: Maximiliam Akesson, Niamh Cummins.

Coach: Mr Dennis Baptist.
Junior School Athletics

Interhouse Athletics Carnival

Congratulations to the following Age Champions:

**YEAR** | **RUNNER-UP** | **CHAMPION**
--- | --- | ---
Year 3 Boy | Charlie Dosseter | Adam John
Year 3 Girl | Taylah Smith | Nadine James
Year 4 Boy | Bailey Julliana | Harrison Woodfield-Hoare
Year 4 Girl | Lilli Hanna | Caitlin Blackman
Year 5 Boy | Blair Becker | Cooper Olden
Year 5 Girl | Paige James | Rachel Yovich
Year 6 Boy | Jhett Lawson | Daniel Saxon
Year 6 Girl | Bronte Tomkins | Emma Haines

Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival

The Junior School Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival was contested on the College grounds by all students in Years 3-6. Great endeavour and stamina were shown by the young competitors. Congratulations to Bussell House for their victory in the 2010 event. The overall team standings and individual results were:

1ST | BUSSELL
2ND | RILEY
3RD | MOLLOY
4TH | DRUMMOND

JSHAA Interschool Cross-Country


Third Row: Mia Hughes, Jocelyn Weir, Rachel Yovich, Mia Mogridge, Jackson White, Matthew Gilmour, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Thomas Morgan, Cameron O’Dwyer, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson.


Coach: Mr Dennis Baptist.

Absent: Chay Scott, Julian Velletri, Jamie Velletri, Owen Rees, Cape Radford, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Thomas Morgan, Kyle Darley, Benjamin Haines, Lilli Hanna, Jhett Lawson.

JSHAA Interschool Athletics


Third Row: Mia Hughes, Jocelyn Weir, Rachel Yovich, Mia Mogridge, Jackson White, Matthew Gilmour, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Thomas Morgan, Cameron O’Dwyer, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Jhett Lawson.


Coach: Mr Dennis Baptist.

Absent: Chay Scott, Julian Velletri, Jamie Velletri, Owen Rees, Cape Radford, Jhett Lawson, Thomas Morgan, Thomas Morgan, Kyle Darley, Benjamin Haines, Lilli Hanna, Jhett Lawson.

1ST | MOLLOY
2ND | BUSSELL
3RD | RILEY
4TH | DRUMMOND

Congratulations to the following Age Champions:

**YEAR** | **RUNNER-UP** | **CHAMPION**
--- | --- | ---
Year 3 Boy | - | Adam John & Thomas Heatley
Year 3 Girl | Nadine James | Taylah Ion
Year 4 Boy | Connor O’Dwyer | Luke Dunkley
Year 4 Girl | Mia Hughes | Caitlin Blackman
Year 5 Boy | Thomas Jardine | Rhys Davies
Year 5 Girl | Paige James | Rachel Yovich
Year 6 Boy | Daniel Saxon | Jhett Lawson
Year 6 Girl | Olivia Stone | Emma Hearne-Mills
Junior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

Environment Club
Seated Row: Cameron White, Matthew White, Harrison Woodfield-Hoare, Midaiah Harnett.
Second Row: Jordan Bergman, Nathan Preimesberger, Ananthu Koloth, Adam John.
Teachers: Mrs Anne Miller, Mrs Rebecca Flanagan.

Future Problem Solving
Seated Row: Eleri John, Charlie Sigston, Daniel Saxon, Emma Harvey.
Second Row: Jeremy Wright, Nina Barrow, Viknesh Ponnuthurai, Carina Tabuteau.
Teacher: Mr Phil Randall.

Homework Club
Third Row: David Piggott, Shannan Gallana, Ruby Kircovoy, Joanne Huang, Kade McGarraghy.
Teachers: Mrs Becky Renton, Mrs Sue Gladman, Mrs Sara Mano, Mrs Gae Evershed, Mrs Janine Tate (Absent).
Junior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

Public Speaking
Teacher: Ms Kirsten Makinson.
Absent: Emma Hearne-Mills, Eva South.

Science Club
Second Row: Ethan Bristow, Ciaran Gorman, Mitchell Stowe, Hannah Hutton, Amy Miller, Max Morris, Joel Stephens, Varaidzo Bvunjepi.
Teachers: Mrs Rebecca Flanagan, Mrs Anne Miller, Mrs Edel Hailes, Mrs Jillian Dinsdale, Mrs Sara Mano, Mrs Becky Renton.

Tournament of Minds
L to R: Samantha Hague, Katrinna Lee, Joshua White, Amelie Kidd, Thana Andrew, Mrs Anne Miller (Teacher).
Absent: JessicaNão, Amy Neill.

Art Club
Teacher: Ms Kirsten Makinson.
Absent: Emma Hearne-Mills, Eva South.

Photography
Seated Row: Megan Arney, Jameson Bland, Erin McEvoy, Emma Harvey, Travis Powell, Mia Mogridge.
Second Row: Paddy Spowart, Harris Millar, Beth Axten, Matthew Gilmour, Jeremy Wright, Olivia Ardizzone.
Teacher: Mrs Michelle King.
Absent: Blair Becker.

Sewing
L to R: Caitlin Berry, Joshlynne Tjandra, Jazmine Stone, Jessica Noonan, Alice McKinnon, Mrs Caryn Ebstein (Teacher).
Absent: Chloe Leggett.

Science Club
Teachers: Mrs Rebecca Flanagan, Mrs Anne Miller, Mrs Edel Hailes, Mrs Jillian Dinsdale, Mrs Sara Mano, Mrs Becky Renton.

Public Speaking
Teacher: Ms Kirsten Makinson.
Absent: Emma Hearne-Mills, Eva South.
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Absent: Chloe Leggett.
Junior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

Chess

Seated Row: Lauren Forrester, Catherine Cheung, Laura Baker, Lee Xu, Benjamin Michelot.
Second Row: Benjamin McVeigh, Matthew White, Mango Leichter, Joshua Ingenito.
Third Row: Mr. Ian Knight.

Year 1 Cricket & Auskick

Seated Row: Kian Hart, Jake Bishop, Cooper Spencer, Harrison Laycock, Sean Gregor, Ashley Tang.
Coach: Mrs. Edel Hailes.

Computer Club

Seated Row: Rhys Williams, Jack D’Cruze, Taydah Lee, Harrison Milkes, Benjamin McVeigh, Lucy Angus, Lucy Reputation.
Second Row: Rhys Blaxland, David Pugues, Laura Mayott, Ben Clark, Matthew White, Sadie McConkey.
Third Row: Mrs. Gae Evershed.

AFL Football

Second Row: Zachary Watkinson, Matthew Gilmour, Yash Mittha, Christopher Kidd, Frazer Hudson, Jhett Lawson.
Third Row: Mr. Leon Wilson (Absent).

Coach: Mr. Leon Wilson (Absent).

Cricket

Third Row: Mr. Phil Randall.

Morning Fitness

Seated Row: Ailsa Smith, Theodore Morgan, Catherine McKeown, Lucas White, Callum Blackman, Megan Roos, Jacoby Milkes, Laura Hill, Jack D’Cruze, Arake Li.
Second Row: Christopherc Evans, Eliza Jobe, James Lewis, Callum McKeown, Sienna Press, Thomas Jermon, Connor D’Sheay, Joshua Benham, Cooper D’Silva.
Third Row: Lauren McKeown, James Morgan, Joshua Williams, Max White, Berthie Spray, Archie Rinehart, Chris Nelant, Celine White, Tajay Lee, Rhys Brench.
Teachers: Mrs. Iola Knight.

Absent: Matthew White, Ryan Bevan.

AFL Football

Second Row: Zachary Watkinson, Matthew Gilmour, Yash Mittha, Christopher Kidd, Mitchell Rinehart, Jack Miles.
Third Row: Mr. Leon Wilson (Absent).

Computer Club

Seated Row: Ryan McEvoy, Jack O’Connor, Taylah Ion, Harrison McKeown, Benjamin McVeigh, Liam Angus, Liam Ngeow.
Second Row: Ryan Becker, David Pugues, Laura Mayott, Ben Clark, Matthew White, Sadie McConkey.
Third Row: Mrs. Gae Evershed.

Morning Fitness

Seated Row: Ailsa Smith, Theodore Morgan, Catherine McKeown, Lucas White, Callum Blackman, Megan Roos, Jacoby Milkes, Laura Hill, Jack D’Cruze, Arake Li.
Second Row: Christopherc Evans, Eliza Jobe, James Lewis, Callum McKeown, Sienna Press, Thomas Jermon, Connor D’Sheay, Joshua Benham, Cooper D’Silva.
Third Row: Lauren McKeown, James Morgan, Joshua Williams, Max White, Berthie Spray, Archie Rinehart, Chris Nelant, Celine White, Tajay Lee, Rhys Brench.
Teachers: Mrs. Iola Knight.

Absent: Matthew White, Ryan Bevan.
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Junior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

Fencing
Third Row: Flora Gower, Laura Winter, Ezekiel Allen, Rohana McPherson, Cameron O’Dwyer.
Coaches: Alex Joanne Flannery, Alex Sam Xiao.
Absent: James Darley.

Indoor Soccer
Seated Row: Kade McGarraghy, David Pizana, Bailey Lafferty, Tony Powell, Tina Williams-Reeseman, Cameron O’Dwyer, John Chedda, Chris Scott.
Second Row: Tharun Varagiri, Joshua Williams, Tash Williams, Karina Travers, Brayde Barrow, Benjamin McNaught, Ryan Bolan.
Third Row: Aydin Luo, Max Zhou, Bruce Miller, Christopher Kidd, Henry Bekker, Jack Eames.
Coaches: Alex Becky Darley, Mr Lewis Wilson (Absent).

Year 2 Netball
Coaches: Alex Michelle Aitken, Amy Hanson.

Saturday Netball
Coaches: Alex Joanne Flannery, Alex Michelle King.
Absent: Sophie Darley.
Junior School Performing Arts

Music
The Orff approach to music education, which was adopted at All Saints’ College Junior School in 2004, continues to flourish and has resulted in a high standard of music participation in the classroom. It is also reflected in the growth and development of the choral and instrumental programs. This approach to music education is holistic and all-inclusive, where students are actively involved in music-making, composing, creating and performing. The success of this method is also evident in the School, where whole classes are involved in performances at College assemblies and in the community. To further enrich the music program, elements of the Kodaly approach were also implemented from 2009. Kodaly has a strong focus on the development of aural perception and musicianship, as well as the reading of notation. The results of this program are already evident in the standard of singing presented within the classroom and choral program.

Choral Music
Choral singing is an important component of the music program, and all students are given an opportunity to experience choral singing within the classroom. An internal Choral Festival is held annually, where every class performs a short program as a choir. Students learnt about jazz music this year, and therefore each class also presented a song in that style. The Festival was adjudicated by Mr John Beaverstock and a high standard of performance was achieved.

Restructuring the choral program has proven very successful with four extracurricular choirs providing extension for talented and interested students. The Little Saints’ Choir for students in Year 2, Junior Voices for Years 3 and 4 students, Saints’ Voices for Years 5 and 6, and Junior Chamber Choir – a select group of eight girls from the Saints’ Voices.

Instrumental Work
Students have the opportunity to learn guitar, percussion, piano, harp, or any orchestral instrument of their choice. All Year 3 students have the opportunity to receive tuition in a string instrument or recorder as part of their curriculum. Since 2009, there has been outstanding development in the string program under the direction of Mrs Thea Kotzé, Coordinator of Strings. The Suzuki string program for students from Kindergarten to Year 2, which was introduced in 2008, is also flourishing.

A successful internal Strings Eisteddfod was held on 4 August with 45 solo entries across the College. All the string ensembles, duets and trios also performed in this event. An external adjudicator, Simra Lee, provided excellent feedback to all students who received gold, silver or bronze medals.

There are three string ensembles in the Junior School to provide additional developmental opportunities for all students at their level of performance. These ensembles are all directed by Mrs Kotzé: Saints’ Strings – the senior ensemble, Kids’ String Ensemble – a group of string players who have been introduced to ensemble work, and Suzuki Ensemble – a special group session for Suzuki students who have reached the required level of performance.

The Wind Band program gives all Year 5 students the opportunity to learn a woodwind or brass instrument. The program was introduced in 2008 and progressed this year under the excellent direction of Mrs Anita Newhouse. All Year 3 students have the opportunity to receive tuition in a wind or brass instrument.

The Wind Band program was held on 4 August with 45 solo entries across the College. All the string ensembles, duets and trios also performed in this event. An external adjudicator, Simra Lee, provided excellent feedback to all students who received gold, silver or bronze medals.

Dance
The Dance program at All Saints’ is designed to inspire creativity, develop physical skills and increase confidence and self-expression through movement exploration and choreography. This was certainly apparent in 2010 with a major highlight at the Dance program being the Junior School Concert – ART IN MOTION: Every Picture Tells a Story at Perth Concert Hall. Each class from K-6 interpreted an Australian painting through Dance. The extracurricular Dance groups were also busy this year with performances in the annual College Dance Concert at John Curtin College of the Arts in Fremantle. The Junior School dancers received wonderful reviews and performance experience. These groups ended the year with performances at the Achper Primary Dance Festival.

Miss Narelle Codalonga & Mr Terry Pirlo
Junior School Dance Teachers

Drama
The All Saints’ College Drama program encourages students to develop physical, creative and performance skills. The Year 6 students learnt about the various skills required for “circus and clown” entertainment through Drama skills and processes. They developed skills such as juggling, application of clown make-up, using comedy and mime to portray various types of clowns and characters, as well as movement and performance for various audiences. Some of the students used their performance skills on stage at the Junior School Concert – ART IN MOTION: Every Picture Tells a Story at Perth Concert Hall. For their final performance of the year, the Drama students developed and performed mini skits and plays for the Kindergarten classes in full costume and make-up.

Mr Terry Pirlo
Junior School Drama Teacher
Junior School Concert
Art in Motion: Every Picture Tells a Story

At this year’s Junior School Concert, the audience was invited into an art gallery where some visitors became locked inside the gallery after closing time. Each artwork came alive in a literal sense, and the visitors and audience were subjected to a whole range of experiences.

The Concert had a special link to the curriculum, because each year level was involved in researching and interpreting an Australian artwork that had some significance in our country’s history. In Music and Dance, students explored ways to interpret and express the artwork through performance. The visitors locked inside the gallery were from the Year 6 Drama program.

The Arts team involved in the development of the Concert were:

Music
Annette Kerkovius, Anita Newhouse and Jennifer Kinsella

Dance
Narelle Codalonga and Terry Pirlo

Drama
Terry Pirlo

Selection of artworks
Kirsten Makinson

Mrs. Annette Kerkovius
Director of Music

Junior Voices
Seated Row: Lauren Viana, Evanna Watton, Catherine Cheong, Tahali Hubner, Alice Wang, Alissa Carter, Henry Vedik, Ella Toal, Shalom Rowsell.
Second Row: Alex Greene, Judy Koeb, Jade Ellis, Ashley Benbow, Tash White, Caiden Smith, Simon Tillett, Adam John, Theo Vrijenoes, Tanya Leimone-Milson.
Teacher: Annette Kerkovius, Mrs. Angela Currie
Absent: Javern Collins, Caroline Adam, Simon Morgan, Eve Smith.

Little Saints’ Choir
Seated Row: Madeline Jorgensen, Emily Fair, Alex Wang, Alexander Wang, Ben Hunt, Marcus Yang, Matthew Smith, Janet Sava, Ali Thoman.
Second Row: Su-Li, Torey Grandison, Sophie Mount, Cassandra Hobbs, Kate Fauver, Jemma Long, Jeremy Ash, Alex Saunders.
Teacher: Annette Kerkovius, Mrs. Angela Currie
Absent: Jacob O’Hearn, Northcross Conforto, Rio Bagley, Amy Rays, Ashleigh Franklin, Charles Scott, Alia Buhler, Matilda McCall, Sable Halley, Jensen Conforto.

Saints’ Voices
Second Row: Jack Fromm, Sarah Curtis, Emma Allen, Genna Al, Aiden Wills, Christine Whitten, Alex Hearne, Enders Klau, Jasmine Conn, Alex McPherson.
Teacher: Annette Kerkovius, Mrs. Angela Currie
Absent: Reena Hanna, Emma Reeswoodh, Amy Hall.

Junior School Performing Arts Groups
Junior School Performing Arts Groups

Chamber Choir

Seated Row: Jessica Warren, Simon Ba, Benno Khoele, Alice McMahon.
Second Row: Lily Simon, Christiane Eichten, Anna Stein.
Teacher: Mrs Thea Kotzé.
Absent: Emma Newhouse.

Woodwind Ensemble

L to R: Charlie Leitner, Jazerin Stone, Hannah Ironside, Alice McMahon, Mrs Thea Kotzé (Teacher).

Kids’ String Ensemble

Seated Row: Alex Thompson, Henri Hoffer, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Matthew Stickells, Anjali Mishra, Nadia Glogowski-Watson, Ashley Tsang.
Third Row: Celine du Monet, Benjamin Cullen, Francesca Wood, Riley Boume, Henry Walliser.
Teacher: Mrs Penny Corbin, Mrs Thea Kotzé.

Suzuki Violin Group Lesson

Seated Row: Harry Watkins, Anjali Mishra, Nadia Glogowski-Watson, Riley Boume, Alex Thompson.
Second Row: Chase Cottrell, Zayda Isaac, Francesca Walliser, Adam John, Celine du Monet.
Teacher: Mrs Thea Kotzé.

Absent: Emma Haines.

Saints’ String Ensemble

Seated Row: Cleo Clegg, Lachlan Rogers, Eleri John, Arielle Lu.
Second Row: Elohim Cordoba, Alexander Colman, Carson Hui, Joel Pangiarella.
Teacher: Mrs Thea Kotzé.

Absent: Elizabeth Clegg.

Suzuki Cello Group Lesson

L to R: Genevieve Funnell-Fersed, Liam Angus, Matthew Stickells, Lily Corbin, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Mrs Thea Kotzé (Teacher).

Absent: Emma Haines.

Kids’ String Ensemble

Seated Row: Mei Thomson, Harriet Holbrook, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Matthew Stickells, Zachary McKinnon, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Mrs Thea Kotzé (Teacher).
Second Row: Alice Warren, Rhiannon Kock, Harrison McKinnon, Mary James, Adam John, Anjali Mishra.
Teacher: Miss Penny Corbin, Mrs Thea Kotzé.

Absent: Emma Hearne-Mills.

Woodwind Ensemble

L to R: Charlie Leitner, Jazerin Stone, Hannah Ironside, Alice McMahon, Mrs Thea Kotzé (Teacher).

Absent: Charlie Lamott.
Junior School
Performing Arts Groups

African Drumming

Second Row: Ananthu Koloth, Harris Millar, Yash Mittha.
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer Kinsella.

Years 3/4 Girls’ Dance

Seated Row: Ella Trolio, Catherine Choong, Alison Jardine, Kate Okely, Taylah Smith, Lauren Anderson, Alicia Wong, Millie Smith.
Teacher: Miss Narelle Codalonga.
Absent: Lauryn Hall, Stephanie Behets.

Junior Boys’ Dance

Second Row: Christopher Jones, Tim Chaplin, Ben Clark, Zachary Watkinson, Rhys Davies, Lawson Greenaway, Harrison Baker.
Teacher: Mr Terry Pirlo.

Recorder Ensemble

L to R: Eleri John, Mrs Irene Batini (Teacher), Viknesh Ponnuthurai, Felicity Metcalfe.

Years 5/6 Girls’ Dance

Seated Row: Jacqueline Bellgard, Chansee Pinto, Charlie Sigston, Layaal Mikhael, Meghan Bwye, Alison Choong, Lucy Morgan.
Second Row: Madeleine Pittorino, Emma Hearne-Mills, Elise Sealy, Christina Willkie, Jake McConville, Aiden Ho.
Third Row: Severn Ho, Karen Lucke, Holly Wiltshire, Aline Verna, Kesslanger Smithwood.
Teacher: Miss Narelle Codalonga.
Absent: Kate Colbran, Niamh Cummins, Lily Tomlinson.

Junior School
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Arts
Cowan House

Captains’ Report

The role of Cowan House Captains was not as we first expected, but with a fantastic (and merciful) Head of House, Mrs Kroeger, a willing and supportive House Council and an energetic and cooperative House, our responsibilities became much clearer and more enjoyable.

Our first job as House Captains was to organise the Swimming Carnival in Term 1. This event can sometimes ‘make or break’ the Council and is usually a good indicator of how we might perform throughout the rest of the year. Thankfully, we finished the day without too many scratches and a second place under our belts!

In 2010 we were involved in the regular annual events such as the Interhouse Athletics and Cross-Country Carnivals, Interhouse sport and cultural activities. In all of these events, Cowan participated wholeheartedly and every result was commendable.

We also experienced some new challenges including the Thursday House period for Interhouse Chess, Quiz and Debating, and the House activity period held in Week 6 of each term. During the House activity period Cowan participated in a Mini Olympics, developed a new Cowan song, and we expressed ourselves by etching some artwork onto a piece of metal for the new College sculptures. Cowan celebrated many successes this year, which was testament to the abundant House spirit and enthusiasm shown by its members. In Swimming, Cowan achieved second place, we won the Cross-Country which was a great accomplishment, and we were third in Athletics. These successes would not have been possible without the contributions and support of all Cowan students and staff.

We would like to thank Cowan for their participation, patience and gusto, which made this year very gratifying and entertaining. A big thank you to the Tutors who support the House, keep it under control and show pride in wearing their purple shirts.

The warmest appreciation and applause go to our Head of House, Mrs Kroeger, who encouraged Cowan and was a great role model for all students and staff. Mrs Kroeger was such an inspiration to all of us this year and we thank her for her hard work and efforts. All of our best wishes go to the House for the future and to the 2011 Captains.

Go Cowan!

Athina Mallis & Shannon Beattie
Cowan House Captains
2010 was yet again, a fantastic year for Durack House. With our small goals and grand participation, a sentiment that has become somewhat of an inside motto for Durackians, we achieved the seemingly ‘impossible’ as a united team, and in traditional Durack spirit.

We began our duties towards the end of 2009, before we even hit the responsibilities of Year 12. We met with incoming Years 7 and 8 students for the first time at Orientation Day, and enjoyed the opportunity to have some fun and get to know these friendly new faces before the start of the academic year. It was certainly a taste of the promising opportunities ahead. The House afternoon also provided us with a chance to meet new faces and old friends on a great sunny afternoon, just as the year got into full swing.

Every Durackian should be proud of their commitment and contributions to the House in 2010, whether through the Carnivals, After-School Sport, Chess, Debating, Quiz, or even by providing a link in Durack’s support net. The combined efforts of everyone were great to see and experience.

Abigail Bygrave & Samantha Denford
Durack House Captains
FORREST HOUSE

Senior School

Celebrating 30 years
2010; the final year for us as Year 12s, and the year we all wished would continue and end at the same time.

Forrest flew off the starting blocks at the Swimming Carnival in Term 1. After a frustrating day of walkie talkie communication and many encouraging words, all Forrestinians who swam and cheered, contributed to yet another win for the House and made our victory all the more enjoyable.

Term 2 was welcomed with fine weather and enthusiastic runners. Forrest participated wholeheartedly in the Cross-Country Carnival and everyone reached the finish line with a smile. After the first batch of icy poles did not freeze, the second batch helped to widen competitors’ smiles a little more.

Term 3 was a blur of constant activity. Forrest performed well in the Athletics, despite intensely close competition from the other Houses.

The weather cooperated with complete sunshine and the day was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Thank you to everyone who participated in various Interhouse competitions this year, be it sporting or cultural. No matter the outcome, the Forrest House spirit is felt by all and can never be outdone.

We loved working with the Head of House, Mr Schirinzi, the Student Council and all members of the House this year. Sambavi Kugananthan, as Forrest Vice Captain, was a helpful and fundamental part of our team. The House Council members, Stephen, Claire and Phoebe, stepped in to offer assistance when required. Thank you for all of your help, and best wishes in your pursuits next year.

Mackenzie Thompson & Laura Walkemeyer
Forrest House Captains
Murdoch House Captains’ Report

There is no other House quite like Murdoch. The spirit within each Murdochian is witnessed and envied by other Houses. As a new member of All Saints’ College Murdoch House, the first thing you will learn and continue to pledge is ‘Murdoch Pride’, a simple characteristic which introduces students to our fierce House spirit. Our goal as House Captains in 2010, was to continue the legacy of ‘Murdoch Pride’ within the House.

We reached this aim throughout the year and continued our own spiritual legacy, accomplishing a feeling of inner-community within Murdoch House. The degree to which Murdoch reached its togetherness is an absolute reflection of the 2010 student group. We must thank the 2010 Murdochians for making our job, well… not a job at all!

Making our mark on the House proved difficult, but by remaining optimistic and courageous (much like our mascot – the almighty bull) we were successful. The academic, cultural and sporting achievements we witnessed and experienced this year were tremendous. It was an absolute privilege to lead Murdoch House, and we will both be stained red for the rest of our lives!

Casey Lewis & Emma-Jade West
Murdoch House Captains

Senior School
Murdoch House

Murdoch House

Senior Row: Sarah Jeffrey, Tori Vidler, Megan Chin, Francesca Walker, Mr Lyndon Smith, Casey Lewis, Emma-Jade West, Ms Sue Cameron, Mr Gordon Gatti, Mrs Natasha Saunders, Celeste Ehlers, Laura Gunning, Melissa Liu, Sandy Lei, Hazel Titley.
Second Row: Alex Leslie, Brandon Rees, Jennifer Long, Anna Hitomi, Gege Zhang, Sam Browning, Peng Tiong, Ethan Hicks, Kane Orvad.
Absent: Mei-Yi Koh, Nicholas Ward, Lisa Velletri, Nicholas Ruhbach, Harri Banister, Harry James, Rhianne Cook, Deeana Moore, James Clifford, Ross Fotheringham.

Casey Lewis

Emma-Jade West

Murdoch House Captains

Captains: Casey Lewis (Captain), Emma-Jade West (First Captain), Benj Blaxill (Vice Captain).
Absent: Emma-Jade West (Captain).

There is no other House quite like
Murdoch. The spirit within each
Murdochian is witnessed and envied
by other Houses. As a new member
of All Saints’ College Murdoch
House, the first thing you will learn
and continue to pledge is ‘Murdoch
Pride’, a simple characteristic which
introduces students to our fierce
House spirit. Our goal as House
Captains in 2010, was to continue
the legacy of ‘Murdoch Pride’ within
the House.

We reached this aim throughout
the year and continued our own
spiritual legacy, accomplishing a
feeling of inner-community within
Murdoch House. The degree to which
Murdoch reached its togetherness is
an absolute reflection of the 2010
student group. We must thank the
2010 Murdochians for making our
job, well… not a job at all!

Being a House Captain requires
you to constantly think on your feet
and often juggle several ideas at
once. Leading a group with such
high expectations does result in
challenging situations.

Casey Lewis & Emma-Jade West
Murdoch House Captains

Senior Row: Sarah Jeffrey, Tori Vidler, Megan Chin, Francesca Walker, Mr Lyndon Smith, Casey Lewis, Emma-Jade West, Ms Sue Cameron, Mr Gordon Gatti, Mrs Natasha Saunders, Celeste Ehlers, Laura Gunning, Melissa Liu, Sandy Lei, Hazel Titley.
Second Row: Alex Leslie, Brandon Rees, Jennifer Long, Anna Hitomi, Gege Zhang, Sam Browning, Peng Tiong, Ethan Hicks, Kane Orvad.
Absent: Mei-Yi Koh, Nicholas Ward, Lisa Velletri, Nicholas Ruhbach, Harri Banister, Harry James, Rhianne Cook, Deeana Moore, James Clifford, Ross Fotheringham.
O’Connor House
Captains’ Report

What a truly amazing year! We began the year feeling excited and nervous about the future of O’Connor House, but having now arrived at the end of 2010, nothing has made us prouder than our time as the serving O’Connor House Captains. We were privileged to work with a group of fantastic people, whose selflessness and support created a truly spectacular year for O’Connor House.

In the past, O’Connor was known as the ‘Cultural House’ and building upon this label was the highlight of the year. All House members performed remarkably and gained excellent results in both cultural and sporting events.

Achieving third place in the Swimming Carnival and fourth in Cross-Country, saw a dramatic turn in O’Connor’s history as a sporting House. Later in the year, we were nervous for the final showdown - the Athletics Carnival. It was time for O’Connor’s brilliant colours to shine, and they did! We pulled together and gave it our all.

At the end of the day, all our efforts paid off and we finished in an astounding second place. Everyone worked so hard and devoted so much energy to represent and support the House. We could not have been happier with the result.

To all the O’Connorian...

We are so proud of you. The year would not have been so incredible without each of you and your wonderful O’Connorian spirit. The House truly came alive this year and we owe it to you, a remarkable group of people who made our time as Captains such an extraordinary experience.

Thank you all for this unforgettable experience.

Nicola Rivers & Richard Handoko
O’Connor House Captains

Senior School
O’Connor House

O’Connor House Captains
L to R: Nicola Rivers (Captain), Mark Shelton (Vice Captain), Mr Steve Young (Head of House), Richard Handoko (Captain).
2010 was a tumultuous year for Stirling House. We had our share of triumphs and tribulations; however, I am proud to say the Stirling spirit stayed strong. We have a reputation for being a House that encourages each other, and tries our best across all aspects of College life. This year, Stirling House members only reinforced this reputation through increased participation and House spirit.

The year started with a disappointing sixth place in the Swimming Carnival. However, this only emphasised the message that achievement cannot come without effort. Stirling embraced this work ethic and improved its result in the Cross-Country Carnival. Despite overcoming absences, sickness and injury, in true House spirit we managed to fill every event in the Athletics Carnival. This was an amazing achievement and something of which the House should be very proud. Stirling may not always be known as the most athletic House, but we are known for our sportsmanship and team spirit. In cultural activities, Stirling shone with pleasing results and team spirit. In Debating, Chess and Quiz. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities. Everyone was responsible, enthusiastic and just plain awesome! It was amazing to guide the House through its low points and celebrate its amazing achievement and something of which the House should be very proud.

Elizabeth Hill
Stirling House Captain

Finally, huge thanks to Mrs White and Mr Kealley for being so supportive and helping me and the House throughout 2010. I wish Stirling House and next year’s House Council good luck for the future. I hope Stirling continues to be, in my humble opinion, the greatest House at All Saints’ College!

Elizabeth Hill
Stirling House Captain

As Stirling House Captain for 2010, I am proud of the way Stirling willingly participated and tried new things. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities. Everyone was responsible, enthusiastic and just plain awesome! It was amazing to guide the House through its low points and celebrate its achievements. At the start of the year, I anticipated that being the only Year 12 House Captain for Stirling, would be an intimidating and challenging task. However, I quickly learnt that I was supported by the most reliable and incredible House Council. Thank you to Briana Premieaberger, John Arakkid, Anthony Giuliani, Melissa Gray and Haylee Smyth, who made this year an absolute pleasure.

However, we welcomed Mrs Debra White as Acting Head of House for 2010, Dr Barnett, Ms Elscott and Ms Gitas. As Stirling House Captain for 2010, I am proud of the way Stirling willingly participated and tried new things. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities.

Elizabeth Hill
Stirling House Captain

Senior School
Stirling House
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Elizabeth Hill
2010 was a tumultuous year for Stirling House. We had our share of triumphs and tribulations; however, I am proud to say the Stirling spirit stayed strong. We have a reputation for being a House that encourages each other, and tries our best across all aspects of College life. This year, Stirling House members only reinforced this reputation through increased participation and House spirit.

The year started with a disappointing sixth place in the Swimming Carnival. However, this only emphasised the message that achievement cannot come without effort. Stirling embraced this work ethic and improved its result in the Cross-Country Carnival. Despite overcoming absences, sickness and injury, in true House spirit we managed to fill every event in the Athletics Carnival. This was an amazing achievement and something of which the House should be very proud. Stirling may not always be known as the most athletic House, but we are known for our sportsmanship and team spirit. In cultural activities, Stirling shone with pleasing results and team spirit. In Debating, Chess and Quiz. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities. Everyone was responsible, enthusiastic and just plain awesome! It was amazing to guide the House through its low points and celebrate its amazing achievement and something of which the House should be very proud.

Elizabeth Hill
Stirling House Captain

Finally, huge thanks to Mrs White and Mr Kealley for being so supportive and helping me and the House throughout 2010. I wish Stirling House and next year’s House Council good luck for the future. I hope Stirling continues to be, in my humble opinion, the greatest House at All Saints’ College!

Elizabeth Hill
Stirling House Captain

As Stirling House Captain for 2010, I am proud of the way Stirling willingly participated and tried new things. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities. Everyone was responsible, enthusiastic and just plain awesome! It was amazing to guide the House through its low points and celebrate its achievements. At the start of the year, I anticipated that being the only Year 12 House Captain for Stirling, would be an intimidating and challenging task. However, I quickly learnt that I was supported by the most reliable and incredible House Council. Thank you to Briana Premieaberger, John Arakkid, Anthony Giuliani, Melissa Gray and Haylee Smyth, who made this year an absolute pleasure.

However, we welcomed Mrs Debra White as Acting Head of House for 2010, Dr Barnett, Ms Elscott and Ms Gitas. As Stirling House Captain for 2010, I am proud of the way Stirling willingly participated and tried new things. It was a pleasure to lead a group of people with such diverse skills and personalities. Everyone was responsible, enthusiastic and just plain awesome! It was amazing to guide the House through its low points and celebrate its achievements. At the start of the year, I anticipated that being the only Year 12 House Captain for Stirling, would be an intimidating and challenging task. However, I quickly learnt that I was supported by the most reliable and incredible House Council. Thank you to Briana Premieaberger, John Arakkid, Anthony Giuliani, Melissa Gray and Haylee Smyth, who made this year an absolute pleasure.
Senior School

Transition Program

In the 30th year of All Saints’ College, the Transition Program also reached a milestone. 2010 marked its 10th year, having started in 2001. The Transition Program is designed to meet the needs of early adolescents as they move from primary to secondary schooling. It is based on many of the middle schooling principles, but it has not created the extra barriers of a separate middle school. While it is now well established within the Senior School, we are continually reviewing our processes to determine if we are effective in our aim to provide a supportive and positive learning environment for our students.

Semesters 1 and 2 Student Leaders

First Row: Shadab Ali, Rumi Vermilion, Alex Leslie, Katelyn Hann, Thea Wong.

Semester 3 Student Leaders

First Row: Matthew Doole, Charlotte Dwyer, Robin Ryder, Robyn Rudge, Diego Pinto, Travis Rushton, Morgan Cramer, Harrison Ryan, Jack Vellacott, Henry Anh, Sam Corrigan, Jake Wanhoe, Harry Foster, Tom Hodgson, Megan Franey, Marcus Broad, Asriel Yap, Olivia Russell, Emma Calder, Sean Ayres, Peter Delaney, Liam Munday, Alex Leslie, Joshua Musca, William Todkill.
Second Row: Jack Chamberlain, William Renner-Shao, Sohan Panag.

Absent: Harri Banister, James Clifford, James Clifford.

Semesters 1 and 2 Student Leaders

First Row: Shadab Ali, Rumi Vermilion, Alex Leslie, Katelyn Hann, Thea Wong.

Semester 3 Student Leaders

First Row: Matthew Doole, Charlotte Dwyer, Robin Ryder, Robyn Rudge, Diego Pinto, Travis Rushton, Morgan Cramer, Harrison Ryan, Jack Vellacott, Henry Anh, Sam Corrigan, Jake Wanhoe, Harry Foster, Tom Hodgson, Megan Franey, Marcus Broad, Asriel Yap, Olivia Russell, Emma Calder, Sean Ayres, Peter Delaney, Liam Munday, Alex Leslie, Joshua Musca, William Todkill.
Second Row: Jack Chamberlain, William Renner-Shao, Sohan Panag.

Absent: Harri Banister, James Clifford, James Clifford.

Senior School

Peer Support Program

The Peer Support Program is designed for the benefit of the Year 8s, we learned just as much about leadership and teamwork in the process as they did. Peer Support was all about working together, keeping an open mind and discovering what worked the best as we progressed in the program. It was learning when to stay on task and when to roll down the hill with them; in a way that is what life is all about too. Being a Peer Support Leader was an absolutely incredible experience and one of my most precious school memories.

Monica Leskie
Year 11 Peer Support Leader

While the activities and games were designed for the benefit of the Year 8s, we learned just as much about leadership and teamwork in the process as they did. Peer Support was all about working together, keeping an open mind and discovering what worked the best as we progressed in the program. It was learning when to stay on task and when to roll down the hill with them; in a way that is what life is all about too. Being a Peer Support Leader was an absolutely incredible experience and one of my most precious school memories.

Monica Leskie
Year 11 Peer Support Leader

Peer Support Program 2010

Amid the hugs and final group photographs during our last Peer Support session this year, we realised just how much the Year 8 students meant to us. It took a few misses before we Peer Support Leaders figured out exactly which activities would be hits, but the times we got it right made it all so worthwhile.

To watch a previously withdrawn student blossom as a leader, or a shy student learn just how much the Year 8 students meant to us, it took a few misses before we Peer Support Leaders figured out exactly which activities would be hits, but the times we got it right made it all so worthwhile.

To watch a previously withdrawn student blossom as a leader, or a shy student

While the activities and games were designed for the benefit of the Year 8s, we learned just as much about leadership and teamwork in the process as they did. Peer Support was all about working together, keeping an open mind and discovering what worked the best as we progressed in the program. It was learning when to stay on task and when to roll down the hill with them; in a way that is what life is all about too. Being a Peer Support Leader was an absolutely incredible experience and one of my most precious school memories.

Monica Leskie
Year 11 Peer Support Leader
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Amid the hugs and final group photographs during our last Peer Support session this year, we realised just how much the Year 8 students meant to us. It took a few misses before we Peer Support Leaders figured out exactly which activities would be hits, but the times we got it right made it all so worthwhile.

To watch a previously withdrawn student blossom as a leader, or a shy student learn just how much the Year 8 students meant to us, it took a few misses before we Peer Support Leaders figured out exactly which activities would be hits, but the times we got it right made it all so worthwhile.

To watch a previously withdrawn student blossom as a leader, or a shy student
French Trip & Italian Trip

French Trip

On the evening of 25 March, a group of French students hugged and farewelled their parents at Perth International Airport, excited to spend three weeks in Nice and Paris.

After a slight detour to Milan for a couple of hours due to a storm preventing the plane from landing, we eventually descended upon Nice. We all felt nervous and anxious about meeting our French families, with whom we would stay for the next two weeks.

Within a few days we became accustomed to the daily routine of our French families, with whom we would stay for the next two weeks. Within a few days we became accustomed to the daily routine of our French families and host students. We also experienced going to some of our host students’ classes at Lycée d’Estienne d’Orves. We caught up with our fellow Aussies during an excursion to Monaco, where we drank hot chocolate while looking at the expensive sports cars surrounding the Monte Carlo Casino. A trip to the snowfields was particularly exciting for the Australians who had never seen snow before! Our families and host students also took us to visit many tourist sites including Cannes and St Tropez, and introduced us to different foods such as socca, a type of savoury crepe, as well as cactus flavoured icecream!

Saying goodbye to our new friends and families was difficult, especially at 5am due to a train strike and the cancellation of our 9.30am train. However, we all arrived safely in Paris, and even though we were tired we could not wait to explore the city.

We soon worked off all the baguettes we had eaten by climbing the Eiffel Tower stairs, strolling down the Champs-Élysées and getting lost in the many rooms of Versailles. We went shopping on Rue Moufford, had fun on the roller coasters at Disneyland Paris and saw the Lion King stage show in French.

We all had an amazing experience that we will never forget, and many of us formed friendships that will last forever. Thank you to Madame Thiele for organising the trip, looking after us and ensuring we all returned to Australia as scheduled and alive, despite the travel problems we faced! Thanks also to Mr Lanigan for looking after us and being a great “Dad”.

Claudia Morgan
Year 12

Italian Trip

On 25 March, a group of excited Years 10 and 11 Italian students departed Perth for a three-week study tour of Italy. After a long and tiring journey, we arrived in Venice and were instantly surrounded by the Italian language and culture. Although Italy has enough sights to last a lifetime, we had to be content with three weeks of sight-seeing at a fast pace!

We saw many of the major attractions such as the Gothic Cathedral in Milan and its accompanying shops at Galleria, the Colosseum in Rome, Vatican City and Sistine Chapel. We were amazed that a structure such as the Colosseum had survived for thousands of years. We took a day trip to Verona, the home of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, and saw Juliet’s Balcony and the Roman Arena. In Rome, we met with Peter Carnley Anglican Community School and enjoyed many of the sights with them.

We saw Castel Sant’Angelo from the movie Angels and Demons, the sequel to Dan Brown’s, The Da Vinci Code.

On Easter Sunday we left for Pompeii and enjoyed an authentic Catholic mass with the Benedictine monks of the Montecassino Abbey. We stayed in Pompeii for two days with Peter Carnley School and had a tour of the city which was buried by a volcano in 79AD. We even discovered the ancient origins of the zebra crossing and the launderette!

Next we travelled to Florence where we spent eight days with our host families, immersing ourselves in Italian family life and culture. It was here that we also visited the ABC Language School, an amazing opportunity that offered many valuable learning experiences. We were fortunate to attend a soccer game between Inter Milan and Florence. The atmosphere was amazing and incredibly different from that of an Australian Football League game. Florence also gave us the opportunity to attend a discoteca with lots of fun and dancing. We spent our final night in Venice, enjoying hot chocolate in Piazza San Marco, where we had started our journey three weeks earlier. The trip was an amazing experience and provided many valuable learning opportunities. We would recommend it to anyone who is lucky enough to attend.

Lucy Townsend & Sadie Turco
Year 11
Mount Hotham Ski Trip & Political and Legal Studies Canberra Trip

Mount Hotham Ski Trip

Would you enjoy throwing snowballs at teachers, drinking capious amounts of hot chocolate, experiencing gravity firsthand on what seems like a 90-degree slope, and being surrounded by snow for fun and frolicking? Then Ski Trip is for you! Mount Hotham, Victoria was the setting for our eight-day snow expedition where 46 staff and students set out with one goal, one dream, one mission - to make it down a black run by the end of the week without disaster. This dream was made possible by attending daily lessons with our culturally diverse ski and board instructors, who offered their wise words of snowy wisdom, set us loose to roam the mountain. Many of us stayed close to home, satisfied with our efforts on the beginner’s slopes and button lift. The more extreme among the group, who considered themselves professional, took on the top 20 tallest towers in the world. We were stunned and astonished by the beauty and wonders of Australia’s most populated city.

As the days progressed, the confidence and skills of our group improved dramatically and our routine became: sleeping, eating, skiing, skiing, eating, and sleeping! Looking back on the week spent at Eaglehawk Holiday Park. We already missed the study sessions, long hours of conversation, queueing for the shower and our small television, but we were eager for our bus trip to Sydney. We visited the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge and Sydney Opera House, where we were fortunate to watch The Pirates of Penzance. We were

Despite being extremely tired after the rest of our lives.

Mount Hotham, where we spent a night ‘reality’, we made a stopover in Before making our way back to an amazing feat and extremely techniques had developed, was

and realising how much our ski

improved dramatically and our confidence and skills of our group

mountain. Many of us stayed close to

and history.

knowledge, priceless experience and knowledge and Mrs Coate’s

With Mr Brown’s perpetual

political standings. Simulating the

people speak about the current

travelling home to Perth, the only part

colossal shopping centres before

The next day was spent roaming the

fulled with noisy tram lines and the
general noises of the bustling city. The next day was spent roaming the colossus shopping centres before spending the remaining hours travelling home to Perth, the only part of the trip that will not be missed.

A very special thank you to the staff who organised and accompanied us on the trip: Mrs Green, Ms Greene, Ms Orchard, Mr Zauris and Mr Young. They all became our friends and helpers throughout the week, and made sure we had the best time possible.
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Choral Camp & Instrumental Camp

Choral Camp

Each year an Instrumental Camp is organised for all the Senior School ensembles. However, the choirs began to feel a tad left out! Fortunately, this year the first Choral Camp was held for students in Years 7-12.

On Friday afternoon, 28 May, we joined the boarders at Swanleigh Boarding House. More than 30 choral students, boys and girls, attended the camp. Sharing mattresses, bathrooms, meal times, clothing and vocal talent throughout the short, weird and wonderful weekend, was certainly lots of fun. Not to forget the development of strength, talent and confidence in our three principal Senior School choirs during the workshops.

We returned from the camp drained and tried from long days of rehearsals, yet proud of our efforts to expand our repertoire and bond as a choral team under the direction of marvellous Music teachers. Special thanks to Mrs Kerkovius, Mrs Currie, Mrs Kroeger, Mr Beaverstock and Dr Shaw for dedicating their weekend to attend regular early morning and afternoon rehearsals, and devoting themselves to improve our musical reputation at the College.

Rachel Richardson

Year 11

Instrumental Camp

“It’s going to be such an exciting camp,” said a rather enthusiastic Music teacher, as the Senior School Music students boarded their bus to Swanleigh for this annual, intensive weekend of music-making. At Swanleigh, we unpacked our instruments from the truck and launched straight into rehearsal mode, making the most of the time we had before dinner. The quiet night was enjoyable as always, with a bright and vibrant atmosphere, and stunning movie-themed costumes worn by some creative students. The mood remained unchanged as we later moved to our rooms where sleeping was definitely not on the top of the agenda, but rather secret stashes of junk food!

The cold morning shone weakly through the window, but we were ready for the day ahead, and after a warm-up singing session with the Music tutors, we started our day in the hall where Music tutors organised the camp, as well as the additional teachers who chose to spend a weekend with us. While rehearsals can be tough work, it is still great fun and we eagerly look forward to next year’s camp.

Brandon Loo

Year 11

Political and Legal Studies Trip

The Political and Legal Studies Trip to Canberra taught us more than just political and historical information. Everyone gained knowledge, priceless experience and most precious of all, friendship. We

were excited about our first day in Canberra. We visited

When we later moved to our rooms where sleeping was definitely not on the top of the agenda, but rather secret stashes of junk food!

the top 20 tallest towers in the world. Standing 195m tall, the Tower has the most breathtaking sweeping views.

We visited Mount Ainslie, the best spot to view Canberra, and made our way to Telstra Tower which is among the top 20 tallest towers in the world. Standing 195m tall, the Tower has the most breathtaking sweeping views.

We visited many places that were not only fascinating, but highly valuable to our course of study, including the War Memorial and National Archives Gallery. The National Art Gallery broadened our artistic knowledge, as did our visit to the National Portrait Gallery where we

Choral Camp

This was followed by a ‘ski night’ in the hall where Music tutors organised us into groups to perform imaginative acts.

Our third day followed the same routine as the previous one, until lunchtime, when we packed our instruments and returned home. As always, Instrumental Camp was an extremely worthwhile experience.

Thank you to the Music Department for organising the camp, as well as the additional teachers who chose to spend a weekend with us. While rehearsals can be tough work, it is still great fun and we eagerly look forward to next year’s camp.

Brandon Loo

Year 11

Traditionally, the confidence and skills of our group improved dramatically and our routine became: sleeping, eating, skiing, eating, sleeping! Looking back on the week spent at Eaglehawk Holiday Park. We already missed the study sessions, long hours of conversation, queueing for the shower and our small television, but we were eager for our bus trip to Sydney. We visited the iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge and Sydney Opera House, where we were fortunate to watch The Pirates of Penzance. We were

stunned and astonished by the beauty and wonders of Australia’s most populated city.
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Rottnest Art Camp &
Busselton Scuba Camp

Rottnest Art Camp
There once was a class that went to Rottnest for Art.
They explored the bushland, pulling their trusty cart filled with Art stuff.
They drew the view, avoided quokka poo.
And made installations straight from the heart.
The night fell upon them, they went back to camp.
To the dining room as it got a bit damp.
After they ate, newspaper was bit damp.
To the dining room as it got a bit damp.
They explored the bushland, pulling their trusty cart filled with Art stuff.
They drew the view, avoided quokka poo.
And made installations straight from the heart.
The night fell upon them, they went back to camp.
To the dining room as it got a bit damp.
They explored the bushland, pulling their trusty cart filled with Art stuff.
They drew the view, avoided quokka poo.
And made installations straight from the heart.
The night fell upon them, they went back to camp.
To the dining room as it got a bit damp.

Busselton Scuba Camp
Never before had any of us felt the euphoria of being 20 metres down at the bottom of the ocean surrounded by amazing sea life, and completely reliant on a Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus and a dive buddy.
This dive buddy, might we add, was just another peer on Scuba Camp who was also interested in the fascinating underwater world, with no previous experience in diving.
Of course, before we were dumped in the middle of the big blue ocean, some training was required.
This consisted of two consecutive days in the All Saints’ Aquatic Centre swimming pool and classroom, starting on 27 March.
Here, we learnt basic routines, dive charts, terms, emergency actions, and more safety procedures than we could poke a stick at! While these two days were certainly beneficial, we were all extremely glad to travel to Busselton for the rest of our diving adventure.
Busselton was the destination for scuba diving, relaxing, and enjoying the company of friends.
Scuba Camp was exciting, fun, educational and a wonderful life experience.
So, if you are going to take away practical skills from your time at school, a Paddy’s recreational scuba diving licence is a guaranteed ‘must have’ in the outside world.

Fiona Boffy & Keara Wood
Year 11

Margaret River Surf Camp &
Lancelin Surf Camp

Margaret River Surf Camp
On Sunday, 28 March, 19 eager students departed All Saints’ College ready to tackle some of the biggest waves on the planet, during five days of jam-packed surfing in the Margaret River region.
Upon arriving at our accommodation, we were introduced to local surfing legend ‘Josho’, who is more formally known as Josh Palmer.
Throughout the week, Josho introduced us to some of the best local surf breaks, as well as the local surf ‘lingo’.
After a short drive down to Augusta to find some appropriately sized waves for our first session in the water, the over-confident boys quickly retracted their prior statements about being able to surf the big waves back at Margaret River.
The Augusta surf still proved to be a challenge for the group!
We soon picked up on some of the new ‘surf speak’ and invented nicknames for each other which ended in ‘-o’, with Sheono, Matta and The Flying Tomato, to name a few.
Throughout the week we chewed and gulped our way through kilos of food and litres of liquid, including hundreds of muesli bars, mi-goreng packets and bread rolls.
Long days spent in the salt water, sun and sand saw us come home each day with burns, rashes and knotted hair, but no matter how battered, we were always ready to tackle the next day.
By the time days three and four came around, everyone had managed to stand up at some stage, some more confidently than others.
We all managed to make it to the back of the big sets, which led to some great surfing and even more spectacular wipeouts!
The final day came. We were all exhausted, but happy to have spent five amazing days together.
After a quick clean up, we headed to the river mouth to compete in our final surfing competition.
There were some amazing surfing heats and the groups were reduced to two heavily contested male and female finals.
Matthew Hansen and German exchange student, Alex Dietel, were the Male and Female Champions.
Thank you to Miss Greene and Mr. Pougnault for being outstanding mentors and friends throughout the week - it would not have been the same without them.

Innika De Rosa
Year 11

Lancelin Surf Camp
We are sure everyone who went on Lancelin Surf Camp would agree - it was one of the most fun-filled, brilliant weeks any of us had experienced.
We arrived at Lancelin Lodge, all excited to explore the green waves out the back of the surf, which took strenuous effort just to paddle out there.
The reward was being dumped by heavy surf on the way back into shore!
We repeated this process over and over until finally we did catch a good wave (which came sooner for some than others).
That afternoon we went to Lancelin sand dunes to test our skills at sand boarding.
The last day was a sad one, only for the fact that we had to leave.
We enjoyed our final surf and competition, said thank you to our effervescent instructors and departed for home, reminiscing about the unforgettable week we had just experienced.
Our once-alifetime experience would not have been so wonderful without the help of our teachers, Mr. Tsicos and Mrs. Da Cruz.

Kelly Harrison & Steve Long
Year 11

Year 11 Art students
White Water Kayaking Camp

Putting a damp wetsuit on at 7.30am in 10-degree weather, is not something I would recommend, but aside from that, White Water Kayaking Camp was an exhilarating week. The week began with a long drive down to Honeymoon Pool, accompanied by some sweet song renditions by Mr Zaurs. We arrived to meet our White Water Champ, Dave Worthy, who is an Avon Dessert champion. We quickly made our way into the water and began learning basic skills such as strokes. This was followed by a game of kayok soccer with a large pink gym ball, and not forgetting the dreaded capsize drills! We soon discovered just how cold the water was at the capsize drills! We soon discovered just how cold the water was at the capsite hidden away from the rest of the world. Here, we set up two tarpon tents, ate a barbecue dinner and played games before retiring to bed for a night of exposure to the elements.

The next day was an awesome experience and special thanks to Mr Zaurs, Ms Ford and Dave, for sharing all of their knowledge with us and for the unforgettable experiences.

Robert Banks
Year 11

Adventure Out Camp

Abseiling, caving, tenting, campfires, hiking, fun, teamwork and friendship – these are the perfect words to describe Adventure Out 2010. On 28 March, we left Perth for Big Valley Campsite, located in the middle of a working farm in the beautiful Margaret River region. At the campsite we met Simon, Alx and Dave-O, Adventure Out leaders who would look after us for the week.

Our first task involved setting out on a navigation activity in groups of six. Using some basic orienteering skills, we navigated more than 3 kilometres. The next day we travelled to Wilyabrup sea cliffs where we abseiled down massive cliff faces including 15 metre, 30 metre and 45 metre drops. Some of the braver people in the group chose to abseil face first down the cliffs. We then stopped at Cowaramup Bay for a swim before heading back to camp.

On the third day, we set off on a long hike through the Boranup Forest where our final destination was a campsite hidden away from the rest of the world. Here, we set up two tarpon tents, ate a barbecue dinner and played games before retiring to bed for a night of exposure to the elements.

The next two-day activity was caving. The small lake that filled lake Cave created amazing images by reflecting the cave’s formations. Calgardup Cave was the next stop where we climbed through a section of the cave not open to the public. We squeezed through a passage known as the ‘birth canal’ and experienced true cave darkness. That night also included a trip for some to a cave called Golgatha, where we sat and reflected in a chamber far below the surface.

We experienced two abseils the next day, one involving a massive open pit known as Bride’s Cave. This was followed by a night at the mouth of the Margaret River, rolling and sneaking through the sand dunes in a fun game of spotlight.

All of us returned to All Saints’ feeling tried, but with amazing memories. Special thanks to the Adventure Out leaders, Mrs van Dongen, Mrs Ellement and Mr Groves, for all of their support and guidance.

Elene Barth & Tim Noonan
Year 11

Southern Forests Cycling and Activity Camp

In the early morning of Sunday, 27 March, a group of Year 11 students together with Mr Beavestock, boarded a bus and began the long bus trip down to Donnelly River. Everyone was full of anticipation for the upcoming week of activities and bike riding. We sorted out our accommodation arrangements and tested our skills on the gravel jumps outside the General Store, before setting off on our first bike ride. This ride followed an old railway track and proved to be a great insight into the upcoming week of activities. That night we put our minimal cooking skills to use, before preparing for our next day of riding and activities. We met our local guide Andy, and rode to Willow Springs for morning tea. The group then went to the Gloucester Tree Lookout near Pemberton. Those who were brave enough climbed the spiralling metal rungs to the top for a fantastic view of the South West forests.

Tuesday was perhaps our most difficult day of all. The bus dropped us in Pemberton to ride a newly completed mountain bike track. After warming up on the shorter skills track and then trying our hand on the jumping track, we set off. This track was competition grade and we all found it tough and exhausting. Wednesday was a relaxation day for us all to regain our energy. We enjoyed different activities around the campsite such as flying fox, pool and table tennis. That night, we enjoyed a massive game of spotlight around the entire campsite.

Thursday was our final day of cycling. We rode the infamous Heartbreak Trail and at our lunch spot, some of the group went crutching. There was also an opportunity to climb the Bicentennial Tree, which was taller than the Gloucester Tree.

The Southern Forests Cycling and Activity Camp was a fun and challenging experience for everyone involved. On behalf of the group, thank you to Mr Beavestock for making it all possible.

Stephen Jerkovic
Year 11

Helping Hands Project

During Helping Hands Week I participated in outdoor activities. This project gave me an opportunity to give something back to the local community, by working with my peers to help clean up the environment. We were separated into small groups with Year 10 students from various social groups. We not only learnt more about ourselves, but also met new people. There was an obstacle early in the week when Mr Williams went down with an ankle injury. Thanks to the cool heads of our teachers in charge, we were able to continue with our tasks. After all the hard work there was time to relax, whether it was having a swim before taking the ferry back from Penguin Island, or enjoying McDonald’s on the way home.

Dylan Biggs
Year 10

I was involved in a four-way swap project for Year 10 Helping Hands Week, where each day involved a different environmental activity: cleaning out drains in the neighbourhood and rehabilitation work at Canning River, Bull Creek Wetlands and Penguin Island.

However, due to the storm the week before Helping Hands began, we were unable to go to Canning River. Instead, we went to an orphanage to help them with gardening. On the second day we were supposed to head down to Bull Creek, but unfortunately Mr Williams sprained his ankle the previous day and was on crutches. We merged with the cooking group and made cakes to give to Food Bank. On day three we learnt about the importance of keeping drains clean, before venturing out to clean drains throughout Perth. This also involved spray painting a sign onto the cleaner of the week’s drain: ‘Clean Drains, River Gains’.

On the final day of Helping Hands we went to Penguin Island to help rejuvenate the environment. This was tough physical work, but very rewarding. At the end of the day we enjoyed a penguin show where we watched them swim, dive and play. This made us realise the significance of our hard work during the day, and gave us a greater appreciation for all the work that goes into some things we take for granted.

Overall, Helping Hands was a tough experience but I really enjoyed knowing that I was making a difference somehow, even if it was only a small one.

Matthew Ramana
Year 10

Celebrating 30 years
Year 12 Biology Camp & Year 11 Biology Camp

Early in the morning on 24 June, six sleepy but excited Year 12 Biology students headed down to Dryandra Woodland for their much anticipated fieldwork camp, accompanied by Mrs Taylor, Mr Williams and Mrs Frestel.

First we headed to Lynham’s Piggy for a close encounter with native Australian marsupials during feeding time. Following this amazing experience we headed to the bus with red, runny noses from the cold and huddled together to keep warm during the trip back to camp. Later that night, after a delicious dinner prepared by the whole group, we went to the laboratory to examine our soil samples and then treated ourselves to Tim Tams, hot chocolate and marshmallows by the fire.

The early hours of the morning were spent checking our animal traps. We caught four possums in total, some feistier than others. The rest of the day was spent examining flora and fauna on the Ochre Trail, before heading home to slightly warmer temperatures and civilisation.

Year 12 Biology students

Courtney Arrowsmith

Year 11 Biology Camp

On 13 August, 22 budding young biologists set out to Point Peron on the southern coast of Western Australia, to observe and record the flora and fauna in three different environments. Soon after arriving at camp, we walked down to the beach to study the steep sand dunes. Here, we identified and recorded many sea plants along the beach and sand dunes. Here, we identified and recorded many sea plants along the beach and sand dunes.

Georgia had the lovely task of mixing peanut butter, rolled oats and sardines with their hands to make bait for the mammal traps. Matt then demonstrated how to set up four traps each, which would be checked in the early hours of the morning.

We visited Barra Mia for a close encounter with native Australian marsupials during feeding time. Following this amazing experience we headed to the bus with red, runny noses from the cold and huddled together to keep warm during the trip back to camp. Later that night, after a delicious dinner prepared by the whole group, we went to the laboratory to examine our soil samples and then treated ourselves to Tim Tams, hot chocolate and marshmallows by the fire.

The early hours of the morning were spent checking our animal traps. We caught four possums in total, some feistier than others. The rest of the day was spent examining flora and fauna on the Ochre Trail, before heading home to slightly warmer temperatures and civilisation!

Year 12 Biology Camp & Year 9 Collie Camp

On Sunday, 28 March about 7.30am, four groups of Year 9 students gathered in the Junior School car park and waited for the buses to arrive. Mountains of gear lined the footpath and the air buzzed with excitement, anxiety and expectation, as we gathered together our friends who would help us make it through the challenges ahead.

Two hours later we arrived at our site. Canoeing was the first activity, but unfortunately for my camp group, the rapids were too high and we were told to mentally prepare ourselves for the longest walk ever! We walked the Bibbulmun Track for what seemed like hours and hours, before tiredly eating dinner.

Bike riding resulted in far too many flat tyres, but luckily not too many scratches. After learning to cook our own dinner (and groudgingly eating it whether it was tasty or not), we retired to bed. After a tiring but enjoyable week in the outdoors, we finally headed back to ASC, hopefully welcoming the arrival of the school holidays.

The group leaders were funny and knew how to engage everyone in fun activities. For any students attending the Collie Camp next year, I am sure you will have a brilliant time and return with memories to last a lifetime.

Tom Harvey
Year 9

Year 9 Collie Camp

Year 9 Collie Camp was the best! There was never a dull or boring moment. White water rafting was great fun, sometimes treacherous, and also hilarious! Capsizing over the rapids, landing flat on our backs in the water, and the look on people’s faces as they jumped into the cold water during the capsize test, all brought many laughs.

The team games were fun and engaging, and most importantly, everyone worked together. It was interesting to watch the various groups try to solve challenging problems. The one thing that comes to mind after the 12 kilometre hike along the Bibbulmun Track is the massive hill at the end, and the sounds of everyone groaning. However, the hike was rewarding, and looking back, I am glad we accomplished it.

Canoeing was certainly a learning experience because a few of us couldn’t quite get a grasp on paddling in time with each other. When we beat the other team during the raft race, we all cheered and looked back, I am glad we accomplished it.

The group leaders were funny and knew how to engage everyone in fun activities. For any students attending the Collie Camp next year, I am sure you will have a brilliant time and return with memories to last a lifetime.

Tom Harvey
Year 9

Year 9 Dwellingup Camp

On Sunday, 28 March about 7.30am, four groups of Year 9 students gathered in the Junior School car park and waited for the buses to arrive. Mountains of gear lined the footpath and the air buzzed with excitement, anxiety and expectation, as we gathered together our friends who would help us make it through the challenges ahead.

Two hours later we arrived at our site. Canoeing was the first activity, but unfortunately for my camp group, the rapids were too high and we were told to mentally prepare ourselves for the longest walk ever! We walked the Bibbulmun Track for what seemed like hours and hours, before tiredly eating dinner.

Bike riding resulted in far too many flat tyres, but luckily not too many scratches. After learning to cook our own dinner (and groudgingly eating it whether it was tasty or not), we retired to bed. After a tiring but enjoyable week in the outdoors, we finally headed back to ASC, hopefully welcoming the arrival of the school holidays.

The group leaders were funny and knew how to engage everyone in fun activities. For any students attending the Collie Camp next year, I am sure you will have a brilliant time and return with memories to last a lifetime.

Tom Harvey
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Tom Harvey
Year 9
Year 8 Team Building Camp & Year 8 Mornington and Busselton Camp

Year 8 Team Building Camp

Year 8’s (‘Very Good’) Manjedal camp experience started on Tuesday, 23 March. We were all so excited to start the fun and challenging activities. The aim of the camp was to teach everyone how to work as a team and provide an opportunity to get to know each other. We had to trust our peers and collaborate in all the activities such as team building games, rafting, canoeing, archery, flying fox, tunneling, cooking and night walking. Canoeing and flying fox seemed to be the highlights for most people.

The campsites and dorms were comfortable and all of the activities were easily accessible, which meant no long bus rides. The food was delicious (probably because we cooked most of it ourselves). Everyone had a lot of fun and we were all exhausted the next day.

When we arrived back at ASC we all knew each other better and felt like a team.

Jason De Castro & Georgie Kirke
Year 8

Year 8 Mornington and Busselton Camp

On the first morning of Camp Week, six House groups of excited Year 8 students chattered away on the bus ride to their respective camps. Filling the first camp, Mornington, the keen campers of Forrest, Darack and Murdoch Houses were full of spirit and eagerness. After hurriedly finding the best bunk for ourselves, we were briefed on the experiences we would have during camp. Raft building was both challenging and amusing. Night activities included a karate master class with a professional instructor, plus engaging games that tested our team skills. The first day of our off-campus experience was full of many surprises, both pleasant and surprising.

The group that stayed behind on cleanup duties later enjoyed a quiz night.

The Wardan Aboriginal Cultural Centre gave us an amazing range of knowledge about Mother Nature and its patterns. We learnt about the healing properties of plants, Aboriginal culture, customs and hunting skills in a guided tour of the bushland. This was followed by a Bush Tucker Tour. Everyone received a paddle and life jacket before canoeing down the river. Our guide led us into a small bay with lots of interesting history. We paddled ashore and were shown a variety of Aboriginal foods - some were sour and some were sweet, but the look on the students’ faces who tasted it said it all. Then came the witchetty grub! Only a few students dared try it, and most of them could not swallow.

The final day arrived and we were welcomed home by smiling parents, as we shared our camp stories all the way home.

Xin Jie Tan & Nicholas Ruhbach
Year 8

Year 7 Team Building Camp & Year 7 Fairbridge Camp

Year 7 Fairbridge Camp

Adventure was all the Year 7s could think about as they entered Fairbridge campsite in Term 1, and what amazing activities the teachers had in store for us during those four days. Our courage was tried, and teamwork was put to the test. Fears were overcome, and friendships strengthened.

The camp involved many heart-racing activities, some that made us think, and others that required us to work as a team. There were many physically challenging activities, such as the superman swing and wobbling up high to complete the high ropes course. There were activities that frustrated us, like going the extra yard in the amazing race and stretching our limits in ultimate frisbee. Many activities made us laugh, including strutting our stuff in the newspaper fashion show, having fun building and falling off our rafts, bowling with our friends, and reaching new heights on the abseiling and rock climbing walls.

All too soon it was over. We were definitely exhausted, but we returned home with some amazing, funny and embarrassing memories that we will keep for the rest of our lives.

Bronwen Anderson
Year 7

Year 7 Team Building Camp

During Term 1, the Year 7 classes went on an overnight camp to Manjedal Scout Camp. This enabled us to make new friends and build team skills within each class. The two days were an action-packed adventure and we were all pleading for a rest by the end of the camp!

The bus trip and team-building games filled the morning, and in the afternoon we made a splash during refreshing canoeing and raft building activities. We turned on the gas stoves that evening and attempted to cook a half-decent meal that our peers could enjoy.

The next day involved squeezing through tunnels, flying through skies, and reaching new heights on the high ropes course. There were activities that frustrated us, like going the extra yard in the amazing race and stretching our limits in ultimate frisbee. Many activities made us laugh, including strutting our stuff in the newspaper fashion show, having fun building and falling off our rafts, bowling with our friends, and reaching new heights on the abseiling and rock climbing walls.

All too soon it was over. We were definitely exhausted, but we returned home with some amazing, funny and embarrassing memories that we will keep for the rest of our lives.

William Renner-Shao & Tiffany Verga
Year 7
In recent years, the All Saints’ College Interschool Swimming Team has displayed extremely high levels of teamwork and determination. This has resulted in ASC being named the Associated and Catholic Colleges’ (ACC) ‘A’ Division Carnival Champions for five consecutive years from 2006 to 2010.

Every member of the Interschool team should be commended for swimming to the best of their ability this year, which was highlighted by the astounding number of records and Age Group Champions. Congratulations to:

- Chelsea Lowman
- Benjamin Chia
- Jack Paull
- Nick Mayer
- Olivia Russell
- Andrew Walker
- Emily Kayser

The team’s impressive efforts were further reflected by the number of students selected for the ACC Honorary Swimming Representative Team which included:

- Jack Paull
- Declan Niewing
- Chelsea Lowman
- Andrew Walker
- Sam Vandenberg
- Max Slender
- Nick Mayer
- Anna Hitomi
- Ethan Hamilton
- Olivia Russell
- Natasha Kayser
- Laura Halden
- Emily Kayser
- Lee Ton
- Andrea Thackray
- John Blaxill

All Saints’ is in a strong position for the 2011 ACC Carnival. Thank you to every teacher, parent and student who contributed to yet another successful swimming season. In particular, special thanks to Ms Haendel, Mr Zaurs and Mr Stachewicz for their encouragement and support throughout the season.

Natasha Kayser
Swimming Captain - Year 12
On Thursday afternoon, 29 April, students from all six House groups made their way to the College Oval in preparation for the Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival. The enthusiasm demonstrated by the students was pleasing to see, leading to some exciting performances and results.

Thank you to all staff who contributed to the smooth running of the day, as well as many friends and family members who supported the students.

The final House standings were:

1st COWAN (432 points)
2nd DURACK (405 points)
3rd FORREST (367 points)
4th O’CONNOR (349 points)
5th MURDOCH (338 points)
6th STRULING (313 points)

On Thursday, 3 June, the All Saints’ College Cross-Country team headed to Alderbury Reserve to compete in the annual ACC Cross-Country Carnival. After a long day of hard work, the All Saints’ competitors could hold their heads high after improving on last year’s results by several students.

The team performed well throughout the day, with open and close finishes. Thank you to all staff, parents, family members and friends who helped support the team and cheering on the team.

ACC Cross-Country Team


Junior Row: Morgan Ward – Open Javelin (58.42m)
Peter Dalaney – u/13 Discus (25.48m)
Callum Strange – 1/3 800m (2:45.59)

Many students also finished in the top four of their age group for individual points accumulated on the day. These students were:

• Peter Dalaney (u/13 Male Runner-up)
• Morgan Ward – Open Javelin (58.42m)
• Peter Dalaney – u/13 Discus (25.48m)
• Callum Strange – 1/3 800m (2:45.59)

Without your support, this amazing result would not have been possible. Congratulations must also go to the 2010 Athletics Captains: Athina Mallis, Anna Hitomi, Mitch Leahy and Calum Grimwood, who did a great job preparing for the Carnival and on the day.

All students involved in the team were extremely proud of their efforts and we look forward to the continuation of these positive results in the future.

Mr Steve Young & Mr Oliver Beath Athletics Coordinators

After a few years of working towards finishing on top of ‘C’ Division, the All Saints’ College Interchool Athletics Team achieved their goal in 2010. A stunning team performance on Wednesday, 22 September saw All Saints’ College finish 46 points ahead of their nearest competitor to win the 2010 ‘C’ Division ACC Athletics Carnival. The impressive win was a whole team contribution with no All Saints’ competitors missing their event on the day. The College picked up four more trophies in addition to the overall winner’s trophy which were:

• u/13 Girls’ Champion
• Junior Girls’ Champion
• Senior Girls’ Champion
• Overall Girls’ Champion

We had some fantastic individual performances on the day. Congratulations to the following three students who broke records at the Carnival:

Miss Jackie Ford & Miss Rahni Greene Cross-Country Coordinators

ACC Athletics Team


Junior Row: Morgan Ward – Open Javelin (58.42m)
Peter Dalaney – u/13 Discus (25.48m)
Callum Strange – 1/3 800m (2:45.59)

Many students also finished in the top four of their age group for individual points accumulated on the day. These students were:

• Peter Dalaney (u/13 Male Runner-up)
• Emma Calder (u/13 Female Champion)
• Emily Cowden (u/13 Female Third place)
• Theodore Kenworthy-Groen (u/14 Male Fourth place)
• Hayley Erceg (u/14 Female Runner-up)
• Xin Jie Tan (u/14 Female Third place)
• Harrison Long (u/15 Male Third place)
• Amelia Cairns (u/15 Female Champion)
• Maller King (u/16 Female Champion)

Thank you to all staff, parents, family members and friends who helped with training, cooking breakfasts, adjudicating at lead-up Carnivals and cheering on the team.

Mr Steve Young & Mr Oliver Beath Athletics Coordinators
Senior School
Interschool Sport
Senior School
Sports Clubs & Groups

ACC Basketball

Seated Row: Samantha Denford, Olivia Whiteside, Ellen Bwye, Kiri Titley, Haylee Smyth, Shannon Beattie, Sheona Cowden, Anna Hitomi, Natasha Kayser.
Coach: Anna Hitomi.
Absent: Kelly van Biljon, Jason Hu, Hayden Noordhoek, Morgan Ward, Murray Clark, Jacob Gren.

ACC Touch Football

Seated Row: Kelly Harrison, Jenna Fisher, Mitchell Leahy, Matthew Chidlow, Sean Carr, Alexandra Liddle, Toni Daams.
Second Row: Sophie Monteleone, Evan Gow, Mason Deetman, Aaron Holmes, Stephen Jerkovic, Declan von Dietze.
Coach: Anna Hitomi.

ACC Soccer

Seated Row: Kelly Harrison, Lara Kardia, Anna Hitomi, Rosie-Lee Cowden, Monica Leslie, Monica Crosetta, Toni Daams.
Third Row: Sean Emery, Evan Gow, Matthew Markos, Alexia Chevreux, Catherinmcnamara, Blake Aird.
Coach: Anna Hitomi.
Absent: Luc Schreiber, Matt O’Brien, Ben Hutton, Jason Hu, Nick Mayer, Blake Smith, John Araki, Jolene Wicks, Madison Noll, Jesse Hoggard, Sue Hean-Toe.
ACC Football 1st XVIII Boys & Belt Up Cup Team

Seated Row: Ethan Springang, Sean Goh, Nathan Chadb, Connor Lamper, Adam Smith, Connor Laidlaw, Matt Brown, Michael Scott, Brodie Evison
Second Row: Saul Thompson, Chaelen von der H, Ian Wilson, Andrew Cluber, Simon Krtaj, Ethan Bemborn, Ben Jensen, Nathan Lommarcy, Adam Kenne
Third Row: Adam Shae, Aron Phipps, Declan Heaving, Scott Elter, Dylan Raga, Joel Smith, Adam Haber, Stephen Lebou
Coach: Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Fahad Ali, Dane Campbell, Mason Devereaux-Smith, Liam Hickey, Henrik Jeppesen, Conor Macdonald, Alexander Nguyen, Hayden Noordhoek

ACC Softball

Seated Row: Amy Baia, Laura Rhodnansey, Nicole Brown, Annamarie Cossens
Second Row: Aimee Fogli, Willow Grig
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Arno Clemsen, Luke Denny, Eun Jeong, Emily Milbe

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Gorme Beatorn, Rebecca Long, Annette Broderick, Eliza Avell, Sarah Anthony, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Emma Beaumont, Rebecca Long, Andrea Thackray, Elise Ascoli, Sarah Maisey, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Softball

Seated Row: Amy Baia, Laura Rhodnansey, Nicole Brown, Annamarie Cossens
Second Row: Aimee Fogli, Willow Grig
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Arno Clemsen, Luke Denny, Eun Jeong, Emily Milbe

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Gorme Beatorn, Rebecca Long, Annette Broderick, Eliza Avell, Sarah Anthony, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Emma Beaumont, Rebecca Long, Andrea Thackray, Elise Ascoli, Sarah Maisey, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Softball

Seated Row: Amy Baia, Laura Rhodnansey, Nicole Brown, Annamarie Cossens
Second Row: Aimee Fogli, Willow Grig
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Arno Clemsen, Luke Denny, Eun Jeong, Emily Milbe

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Gorme Beatorn, Rebecca Long, Annette Broderick, Eliza Avell, Sarah Anthony, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Softball

Seated Row: Amy Baia, Laura Rhodnansey, Nicole Brown, Annamarie Cossens
Second Row: Aimee Fogli, Willow Grig
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Arno Clemsen, Luke Denny, Eun Jeong, Emily Milbe

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Gorme Beatorn, Rebecca Long, Annette Broderick, Eliza Avell, Sarah Anthony, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Softball

Seated Row: Amy Baia, Laura Rhodnansey, Nicole Brown, Annamarie Cossens
Second Row: Aimee Fogli, Willow Grig
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Arno Clemsen, Luke Denny, Eun Jeong, Emily Milbe

ACC Volleyball & Beach Volleyball

Seated Row: Gorme Beatorn, Rebecca Long, Annette Broderick, Eliza Avell, Sarah Anthony, Elizabeth Hill, Casey Lewis, Cara McCauley, Nolan Hansen, Jemima De Rosa, Taylor Sehe
Coach: Ali Shaw Youth
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)

ACC Tennis

Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Jesse Cullin, Mike Neyer, Adamall Miller, Lucas Raga, Emily Kno, Ben Rambo, Rachel, Emily Lambert
Second Row: Marcus Mattheus, chris Smith, Declan Heaving, Anthony Pastor, Chris Derke, Benina Wholdpa, andrea Morie
Coach: Ali Shaw Young
Absent: Anika Ford (Absent)
Senior School
Sports Clubs & Groups

Open Champion Schools Hockey (Boys)

Seated Row: Matthew Taylor, Andrew Coun, Lucas Bougourd, Andrew Matthew, Jacob Masters, Daniel Green.
Second Row: Cameron Kenna, Rishabh Relia, Liam Power, John Allen, Adam Eklund, Andrew King.
Coach: Mr Shane Young
Absent: Malcolm Russell, Jordan Kelly

Years 10-12 Champion Schools Touch

Seated Row: Laura Fisher, Emma Kettle, Michael Buxton, Jasmine de Vries, Ashley McPhail, Jordan Dowe, Lucas Kelly, Sarah Taylor, Georgia Featon.
Second Row: William Colvin, Jordan Kenna, Jordan Whelan, Steven King, Anthony Jackson, Sam Cox.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Ruben Cram, Hayley Joyce

Years 8-9 Champion Schools Touch

Seated Row: Amy Porter, Simon Young, Emily Thompson, Lily Villa, Megan Dean, Ben Brown, Andrew Power, Jordan Kenna, Jordan Whelan, Eliza Connor, Sophidda Galiotis, Jack Daniel.
Third Row: Andrew King, Christopher White, Jack McEvoy, Harrison Long, Andrew Bartley, Pia Ennis, Mr Shane Young, Michael Buxton.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Puhone Carter, Hayley Joyce

Years 7 Girls’ Football

Seated Row: Danica Tassone, Isabella Tufilli, Shannon Watts, Lily Tyler, Irene Lancaster, Emily Cowden, Emily Strange.
Second Row: Olivia Bate, Sally Eastman, Emily Cowden, Emma Calder, Bella Gomez, Grace Whitney, Emily Strange.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Ruben Cram, Hayley Joyce

Open Champion Schools Hockey (Boys)

Seated Row: Matthew Taylor, Andrew Coun, Lucas Bougourd, Andrew Matthew, Jacob Masters, Daniel Green.
Second Row: Cameron Kenna, Rishabh Relia, Liam Power, John Allen, Adam Eklund, Andrew King.
Coach: Mr Shane Young
Absent: Malcolm Russell, Jordan Kelly

Years 10-12 Champion Schools Touch

Seated Row: Laura Fisher, Emma Kettle, Michael Buxton, Jasmine de Vries, Ashley McPhail, Jordan Dowe, Lucas Kelly, Sarah Taylor, Georgia Featon.
Second Row: William Colvin, Jordan Kenna, Jordan Whelan, Steven King, Anthony Jackson, Sam Cox.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Ruben Cram, Hayley Joyce

Years 8-9 Champion Schools Touch

Seated Row: Amy Porter, Simon Young, Emily Thompson, Lily Villa, Megan Dean, Ben Brown, Andrew Power, Jordan Kenna, Jordan Whelan, Eliza Connor, Sophidda Galiotis, Jack Daniel.
Third Row: Andrew King, Christopher White, Jack McEvoy, Harrison Long, Andrew Bartley, Pia Ennis, Mr Shane Young, Michael Buxton.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Puhone Carter, Hayley Joyce

Years 7 Girls’ Football

Seated Row: Danica Tassone, Isabella Tufilli, Shannon Watts, Lily Tyler, Irene Lancaster, Emily Cowden, Emily Strange.
Second Row: Olivia Bate, Sally Eastman, Emily Cowden, Emma Calder, Bella Gomez, Grace Whitney, Emily Strange.
Coaches: Miss Rahni Greene, Mr Oliver Beath
Absent: Ruben Cram, Hayley Joyce

Senior School
Sports Clubs & Groups

Girls’ Football Tuesday
Afternoon Competition

Seated Row: Jemma Burns, Dan Shaw, Denmark, Anna Hitomi, Sarah Maisey, Becky Gibson, Rebecca Long, Silvia Constable, Georgina Britton.
Third Row: Hayley Stamp, Briana Preimesberger, Rachel Ewans, Ashley King, Fran Mitch, Sam Wood, Courtney Macnab.
Coaches: Alex Western-Cowden, Ms Shane Booth-Vibert.
Absent: Ashley McPhail, Emma Kettle, Holly Crompton, Ruby Yell, Sarah Acomb, Malcolm Dorney, Georgia Banon.
Senior School
Sports Clubs & Groups

Badminton
Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Dheeraj Ira, Nicole Owen, Lawrence Ullmann, Kate Godbold, Samuel Sweeney, Ben Henderson.
Coaches: Mrs Steve Young, Ms Janine Roveto.
Absent: Nicholas Anderson, Andrew Green, Sam Herdige, Matthew Fokker, Nathaniel Bannister, Jeremy Sparrow.

Orienteering
Seated Row: Sophie Gallich, Chloe Anton, Edward Yan, Andrea MacDonald, Emily Zhang.
Seated Row: Matt Stubberfield, Banks Humphrey, Andrew McLean, Kieran Warrington, Lee Adams.

Years 8-9 Rugby
Seated Row: Max Varley, Darrell Moore, Jules Majeed, Cindy Liu, Riaa Rojas, Ethan Smith.
Coaches: Steve Lang, Stephen Ahearn, Mr Paul Harrington (Absent), Mr Paul Harrington (Absent).
Absent: Anwar Nadeem, Claire Lafferty, Ray Smedley, Avery Wilson, Darrell Ayers-Bedford.

Equestrian
1 to 8: Ahlana O’Brien, Alex James.

Golf
1 to 8: Aidan Holde, Ryan Jones.

Absent: Jennifer Long, Emily McIlroy, Nicholas Anderson, Andrew Green, Sam Herdige, Matthew Fokker, Nathaniel Bannister, Jeremy Sparrow.
Senior School
Sports Clubs & Groups

Sailing

First Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alice Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Second Row:
- Heidi Bowers, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Claire Mairs, Claire Rodenbeck, Jack White.
- Alex Walker, Grace Horns, Lily Bailey.
- Eliza Horns, Georgia Brooks, Jack White.
- Kiri Titley, Alice Walker, Jude White.

Third Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alex Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Fourth Row:
- Grace McKee, Emily Strange, Becky Gibson, Olivia Whiteside, Philipa Seth, Fiona Boffy, Alicia Davies, Courtney Arrowsmith, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Chelsea White, Nimi Thilaganathan, Samantha Kotchie.

Washington

First Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alex Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Second Row:
- Heidi Bowers, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Claire Mairs, Claire Rodenbeck, Jack White.
- Alex Walker, Grace Horns, Lily Bailey.
- Eliza Horns, Georgia Brooks, Jack White.
- Kiri Titley, Alice Walker, Jude White.

Third Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alex Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Fourth Row:
- Grace McKee, Emily Strange, Becky Gibson, Olivia Whiteside, Philipa Seth, Fiona Boffy, Alicia Davies, Courtney Arrowsmith, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Chelsea White, Nimi Thilaganathan, Samantha Kotchie.

Saturday Netball

Seated Row:

Second Row:
- Simrin Panag, Sophie Monteleone, Hannah Lewis, Eliza Khinsoe, Jenna Fisher, Maddison Cleghorn, Tahlia Cullen, Keara Wood, Kate Shelton, Paige Pittorino, Monika Antoszewska, Sheona Cowden, Megan Jarvie.

Third Row:
- Maddy Sines, Briana Preimesberger, Grace Tram, Xin Jie Tan, Laura Kiely, Phoebe Anderson, Sam Browning, Haylee Smyth, Courtney Churchill, Kiri Titley, Jacqueline Soon, Brooke Krajancich.

Fourth Row:
- Grace McKee, Emily Strange, Becky Gibson, Olivia Whiteside, Philipa Seth, Fiona Boffy, Alicia Davies, Courtney Arrowsmith, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Chelsea White, Nimi Thilaganathan, Samantha Kotchie.

Coach:
- Ms Georgina Eddington.

Absent:
- Emma Begley, Jessica Noonan, Alice McKinnon, Serena Ho, Chloë James, Taylor Gartner, Emily Behets.

Surfing

Seated Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alex Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Second Row:
- Heidi Bowers, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Claire Mairs, Claire Rodenbeck, Jack White.
- Alex Walker, Grace Horns, Lily Bailey.
- Eliza Horns, Georgia Brooks, Jack White.
- Kiri Titley, Alice Walker, Jude White.

Third Row:
- Alex Somervell, William Casey, Anna Spalding, Jasmine Horns.
- Alex Walker, Daniel Mayhew-Rodenbeck.
- Mia Wallis, Georgie O'Dwyer.

Fourth Row:
- Grace McKee, Emily Strange, Becky Gibson, Olivia Whiteside, Philipa Seth, Fiona Boffy, Alicia Davies, Courtney Arrowsmith, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Chelsea White, Nimi Thilaganathan, Samantha Kotchie.

Coach:
- Miss Rahni Greene.

Absent:
- Aaron Nygh, Taigh Macdonald.

Sailing

Seated Row:
- Sean Carr, Sean Glisson, Louise Biggs, Monique de Vries.

Coach:
- Ms Kaye Johns.

Absent:
- Ben Walkemeyer, Danielle Carr, Ben Walker.

Rowing Squad

First Row:
- Kelly Brenchley, Rhett Slade-Bell, James Phillips, Casey Angell, Ashleigh Smith, Erin Johnson, Louise Biggs, Maxine Haines, Josie Stentor, Jolanta Long, Angela Riggs, Cameron Hare, Alex Slade, Chloe Taylor-Henn, Emma Slade.

Second Row:

Third Row:
- Alex Somervell, Alex Anstey, Karlie Sandens, Dylan Riggs, Kyle Thorne, Cameron Napper, Thomas Farson, James Horns.

Fourth Row:
- Sheona Cowden, Bongjiru Jumps, Fiona Boffy, Gwenda Rose, Josh Lewin, Arian Jones, Sam-Lily Bennett, Alex Knappe, Chloë Hayes.

Coach:
- Mr Luke Harris, Mrs Jo-anne Boserio, Mr Luke Harris.

Absent:
- Kiri Titley, Max James, Andrew Clarke.

Sailing

Seated Row:

Second Row:
- Simrin Panag, Sophie Monteleone, Hannah Lewis, Eliza Khinsoe, Jenna Fisher, Maddison Cleghorn, Tahlia Cullen, Keara Wood, Kate Shelton, Paige Pittorino, Monika Antoszewska, Sheona Cowden, Megan Jarvie.

Third Row:
- Maddy Sines, Briana Preimesberger, Grace Tram, Xin Jie Tan, Laura Kiely, Phoebe Anderson, Sam Browning, Haylee Smyth, Courtney Churchill, Kiri Titley, Jacqueline Soon, Brooke Krajancich.

Fourth Row:
- Grace McKee, Emily Strange, Becky Gibson, Olivia Whiteside, Philipa Seth, Fiona Boffy, Alicia Davies, Courtney Arrowsmith, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Chelsea White, Nimi Thilaganathan, Samantha Kotchie.

Coach:
- Ms Georgina Eddington.

Absent:
- Emma Begley, Jessica Noonan, Alice McKinnon, Serena Ho, Chloë James, Taylor Gartner, Emily Behets.

Rowing Squad

First Row:
- Kelly Brenchley, Rhett Slade-Bell, James Phillips, Casey Angell, Ashleigh Smith, Erin Johnson, Louise Biggs, Maxine Haines, Josie Stentor, Jolanta Long, Angela Riggs, Cameron Hare, Alex Slade, Chloe Taylor-Henn, Emma Slade.

Second Row:

Third Row:
- Alex Somervell, Alex Anstey, Karlie Sandens, Dylan Riggs, Kyle Thorne, Cameron Napper, Thomas Farson, James Horns.

Fourth Row:
- Sheona Cowden, Bongjiru Jumps, Fiona Boffy, Gwenda Rose, Josh Lewin, Arian Jones, Sam-Lily Bennett, Alex Knappe, Chloë Hayes.

Coach:
- Mr Luke Harris, Mrs Jo-anne Boserio, Mr Luke Harris.

Absent:
- Kiri Titley, Max James, Andrew Clarke.
Senior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

Interschool Debating
Seated Row: Tseong Meng, Elka Joseph, Saphire Choo,
Angelica Doschere, Marya Pilkington,
Alision Fanny, Emma Anderson,
Karlae Long, Louise Guernsey, Thomas Lambert,
Josephine Lambert, Carter Shauna.
Second Row: Sahil Pong, Gene Grant, Ethan Smith,
Prasunika Banker, Mackie Galiz,
Diana Ng, Alivia Snow, Brandon Law,
Eva Trang Ton, Mathew Stewart-Pakurar,
Kia Jia Tan, Christopher Long, Larry Royle,
Simeon Szeen.
Third Row: Octavian Araz, Nico Bannerman, Hailiee Babby,
Rathan Meddown, Dylan Lamaiamos,
Pang Tang, Michael Alford, Jackson Langridge,
Talgh Cronyn, Papa Patterson.
Abisko Kether, Taylor Hill, Sami Isaaq.
Fourth Row: Jesse Asner, Bille Garvey, Rachael Law,
Joshua Michael, Tasmina Supornawan,
Tina Haynes, Mark Shullall, Declan van Dillen,
Oliver Sivertsen, Celeste Tug, Ismael Pimentel,
Ramos Dawa, Christopher Kilrath.
Teachers: Ali Elizabeth Fraser, Ali Ann Siangpoo,
Ali Elizabeth Brema.

Interschool Chess
Seated Row: Jakub Maslakiewicz, Anouar Ouaa,
Aliun de Wind, George Phipps, Marcus Heldtbor,
Dakota Ross.
Second Row: Jonathan Troh, Denial Carteuse, Matthew Andreda,
Reena Tse, Christopher Wood, Tae Song.
Absent: Adam Kelly, Nicholas Lamboy, Alinta Bathe, Eddie Zia,
Eliot Hu.

Writers’ Group
Seated Row: Emma Randlight, Claudia McRae, Pete Charles,
Alison Barnes.
Second Row: Sean Cloton, Regon Byner, Jacob Herrey,
Jordan Barnes.
Absent: Timothy Barlow, Jordan Andretti,
China Atherton, Edward Teo, Eileen Steiner.
Senior School

Clubs, Groups & Activities

Presentation Night DVD Crew


Teachers: Mr. Steven Tsocas, Ms. Hayley Wellington.
Absent: Emelia Quiñones, Andrew Nicholas, Edward Yoo.

Lego Club

Second Row: Cameron Knight, Joshua Woll, James Barlow, Angus Tan, Mark Jones, Jordan de Wind.
Staff: Alex Robins, Cameron Henderson.
Absent: Andrew Marshall, Benjamin Costantin, Benjamin Nicholas.

Robotics Group

Front Row: Abigail Murray, Eliza Murray, William Davine, Ben Davine, Rohan Morony, Jasmine Phan, Michael Tan.
Middle Row: Lea Stewart, Angus Tan, Alex Leslie, Anthony Selby, Nicholas Valentine.
Back Row: Alex Robins, Christopher de Wind, Jordan Nicholas, Tai Ding.
Staff: Alex James, Colette Chapman.
Absent: Alex James, Colette Chapman, Jordan Nicholas, Tai Ding.

Environment Group

Seated Row: Briana Preimesberger, Hayley Smith, Elizabeth Hill, Melissa Gray, Megan Jarvie.
Second Row: Jonathan Tjandra, Regan Tan, Tim Noonan, Angelo Watts.
Teacher: Mr. Kent Williams.
Absent: Rachel Allen, Tom Harvey, Mark Jones, Dylan Gunasekera, Edward Yoo.

Hammarskjöld Trophy

Seated Row: Innika De Rosa, Tim Noonan, Sambavi Kugananthan, Deborah Tsai.
Second Row: Sean Glisson.
Teachers: Mrs. Toni Dale, Ms. Laura Nicholson.

Tournament of Minds

Seated Row: Bianca Lambert, Briana Preimesberger, Lily Tyler, Josephine Langford.
Second Row: Sambavi Kugananthan, Elise Shrestha, Alex Davine, Jonathan Tjandra.
Teacher: Mr. Kent Williams.
Absent: Lauren Huddy.

Robotics Group

Front Row: Aaron Musgrave (State Winner), William Davine, Ben Davine, Rohan Morony, Jasmine Phan, Michael Tan.
Middle Row: Lea Stewart, Angus Tan, Alex Leslie, Anthony Selby, Nicholas Valentine.
Back Row: Alex Robins, Christopher de Wind, Jordan Nicholas, Tai Ding.
Staff: Mrs. Donna Hatton, Mr. Daniel Chapman.
Absent: Mark Shelton (Mentor), Kate Shelton (State Winner), Emma Thackwray (State Winner), Nicolas Morgan, Nick Dumas, Alister de Wind, Angelo Watts, Bo Corman.

Teaching Staff

Senior School

Clubs, Groups & Activities

Columba 2010

Celebrating 30 years
Senior School
Clubs, Groups & Activities

SOSE Award Winners
L to R: Claire Piggott, Jack Sealy, Michael McPhail, Mrs Maria Coate.

Year 12 Student Economic Forum
Seated Row: Claire Piggott, Aidan Smith, Peng Tiong, Sambavi Kugananthan.
Second Row: Curtis Croucamp, Caleb Gorton, Michael McPhail, Callum Fraser.
Teacher: Mrs Maria Coate.

Mock Trial Teams
Seated Row: Sadie Turco, Natalie Chiari, Lara Kardia, Kate Goodridge Griffiths, Tim Noonan.
Grace McDonald, Deborah Tsai, Xarna Rappold.
Sambavi Kugananthan.
Third Row: Hayley Smeeth, Rachel Gamble, Inga Ayre, Jake Ayre, Helen Barlow-Smith, Yulita Kamarzeya.
Teacher: Mr Tim Brown.

National Youth Science Forum (NYSF) Winners
L to R: Darren Ng, Robert Banks, Inga Ayre.

Year 12 Moot Court
L-R: Christian Reid, Michael Muftah, Mr Tim Brown, Adam Russe, Gemma Beale.

Science High Distinction ICAS Award Winners
Seated Row: Ken Zheng Tan (Top WA Student), Mark Sheller, Aweil Pog.
Second Row: Jonathan Speed, Evanoope Ojie, Ao Carman.
Mathematics Competition Representatives

Seated Row:
Hazel Titley, Jaslyn Wee, Tania Joppich, Samantha Gunasekera, Bronwen Anderson, Rachel Nesaraj, Sang Jin Han, Xin Zheng Tan, Benjamin Chia, Andrew Korol, Pragya Srivastava, Freya Nolin, Laura Gunning, Melissa Liu, Olivia Spear, Lashindri Wanigasekera.

Second Row:
Rohan Musgrave, Sean Husband, Tom Hodgson, Nicholas Ruhbach, Julia Schulz, Eliza Khinsoe, Timothy Tan, Ashit Kuhik, Calum Young, Lauen Boggs, Scott Gilli, Regina Tan, Condon Zhang, Aniel Yap, Tim Jie Tan, John Tedder, Nicholas Milne, Ali Cormier, William Harrow Brogi.

Third Row:
Juliette Blenner, Megan Lix, Arnie Johnson, Jonathan Tijin, Andrew Wilson, Michael Megally, Marcia Humes, Brandon Lee, Mark Shabron, Nicholas Anderson, Michael Ault, Pang Tiong, Guy Zhang, Jacqueline Sun, Eric Huang, Nicholas Adams, Kim Halls.

Fourth Row:

Faculty:
Keri-Anne Ellement

Absent:
Emma Calder, William Todkill, Adam Kelly, Edward Yoo, James Bryant, Huw Tyler, Jordan Korol, Nicholas Ward, Tzar Leonardi.

International Tournament of Towns

L-R: Xin Zheng Tan, Edward Yoo
Senior School Arts

Drama Production: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest

The year’s All Saints’ College Production was Dale Wasserman’s highly esteemed play One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, which is based on the 1962 novel of the same name by Ken Kesey.

This is not an easy play to watch. As the play opened to the haunting tune of ‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’, the stark and austere white set revealed life in a mental hospital. The play revolves around the impact of the admission of a new patient, Randle McMurphy, who pretends to be insane in order to escape a prison sentence. McMurphy’s character is pivotal to our understanding of the play. His restless energy quickly draws the audience into the daily routine of the patients, and holds up a mirror to the grimness of their everyday existence.

In contrast to the humour that McMurphy brings to the play, is the oppressive authority of sadistic head nurse, Mildred Ratchet. In her starched white uniform and scarlet cloak, Ratchet dispenses menace and evil under the guise of a person doing her job with brisk efficiency and compassion.

As the play progresses, we realise there is no ‘cure’ for the mentally disturbed. The system exists to keep patients institutionalised and gives them no chance to regain their sanity. For McMurphy, the irony is that he has escaped one form of confinement and finds himself in a worse situation than being in prison because patients never leave the mental hospital.

The dynamics between McMurphy and Ratchet cause much of the tension in the play. McMurphy is the rebel who demands that patients be allowed to watch television, and in his ultimate act of rebellion, smuggles girls onto the ward. This ends in tragedy, however, when one of the patients, Billy, is confronted and taunted by Nurse Randle over what happened and he commits suicide.

The play takes a sinister twist from this point onwards, and McMurphy is lobotomised in an attempt by Nurse Randle to control his behaviour. As McMurphy struggles to fight the injustice that is dealt to him by the establishment, a powerful figure for good emerges in the character of Chief Bromden. In a moving soliloquy, the Chief tells us about his life and it is his final scene that brings the play to an emotional and dramatic ending.

It is hard for the audience not to feel disturbed by the play as it deals with issues of repression, stereotyping and fear, while also drawing on many dark and personal themes. Despite the perceived seriousness of this production, the cast was always full of energy and managed to add a comical and satirical element to many of the scenes. Another fresh twist was the addition of a second cast entitled ‘The Others’. This allowed for the introduction of some quirky characters who added a whole new layer to the performance.

I thoroughly enjoyed every aspect of this production and found the experience both challenging and character building. The production embodied the true meaning of the text, while also allowing for each student to develop their character to add a unique and real flavour to the play. From the first rehearsal to the final night, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest was a huge success and I thank and congratulate everyone involved.

Kate Goodridge Griffiths
Year 11
Dance Concert: Dancing in the Fourth Dimension


Third Row: Sarah Butler, Alby Ronen, Alex May, Lucy Kent, Rhys Whittall, William Talbot, Emma Jinks, Rowan Grant-Davies, Cameron Hope-Roberts, Matthew Bourassa, Nicole Longwith,性强终, Emily O’Keeffe, Shannon Needham, Alexander Lidd, Sara McDonald, Olivia Kendall, Melina Hargrave, Shannon V Wikimedia Commons.


Seventh Row: Niamh Cummins, Veronica Golota, Kate Goodridge Griffiths, Kaitlin Cleghorn, Amy Field, Sheona Cowden, Megan Jarvie, Eliza Edinger, Amy Meacham, Madeleine Crawford, Brendan Kiely, Christina Willshee.


Second Row: Siena Russell-Lane, Lochie Walmsley, Jacqueline Bellgard.

First Row: Miss Narelle Codalonga, Mr Terry Pirlo.

The efforts of everyone involved must be commended, from the audition process to ensure that each performance was of the highest quality. The final performances were both memorable and thoroughly enjoyable. The efforts of everyone involved must be commended, from the energetic dancers to the student choreographers and specialist teachers, including Dan Slater from the musical Chicago and Ram Mynal Seewoosurun (The Dance Collective) who taught Bollywood style. In particular, we thank our College Dance teachers, Miss Codalonga and Mr Pirlo, for every ounce of their effort and commitment to coordinate a successful Dance Concert in 2010.

Rachel Richardson
Year 11 Performing Arts Vice Captain

Dancing in the Fourth Dimension

By challenging the theme of a space-time continuum, using the literal meaning and an abstraction of the four dance elements of body, energy, space and time, students from Years 3 to 12 were caught up in a dance concert, the title of this year’s College Dance Concert. Hours of dedication went into preparations and rehearsals in the months leading up to the concert. Class and extracurricular dance choreography were developed, before and after-school rehearsals were held, plus there was an audition process to ensure that each performance was of the highest quality. The final performances were both memorable and thoroughly enjoyable.

The efforts of everyone involved must be commended, from the energetic dancers to the student choreographers and specialist teachers, including Dan Slater from the musical Chicago and Ram Mynal Seewoosurun (The Dance Collective) who taught Bollywood style.

The performance was of the highest quality. The final performances were both memorable and thoroughly enjoyable. The efforts of everyone involved must be commended, from the energetic dancers to the student choreographers and specialist teachers, including Dan Slater from the musical Chicago and Ram Mynal Seewoosurun (The Dance Collective) who taught Bollywood style.
Senior School

Music

Several staff changes took place in the Music Department at the start of 2010. Mr John Beaverstock stood down as Director of Music and we are very fortunate he now has the time to focus on accompaniment and teaching Years 11 and 12 Music. Mrs Anette Kerkovius was appointed Director of Music and oversees the Music program from Kindergarten to Year 12. Mrs Thea Katal is continuing as Coordinator of Strings, and the program is going from strength to strength. Mrs Jennifer Kinsella, an outstanding percussionist and teacher, was appointed to teach Years 7 and 8 classroom Music, which has proven to be a great success.

Two workshops were held in the first week of the year to welcome all Transition students to the Music program. These workshops included African drumming, marimba playing, and ‘chord and stick’ percussion work. In August, Paul Jarman was composer in residence for the Year 8 Music program and each class spent a full day with him.

This year we held two Music Camps at Swanleigh - an Instrumental and a Choral Camp. Both were successful in providing opportunities to learn new repertoire and raise the standard of performance, while also building friendships and promoting team work within the performance groups.

Choral work has developed considerably in the Senior School with a boys’ choir (Blokus’ Voices), a girls’ choir (All Saints’ Harmony) and the Years 7/8 choir (College Voices). In May, all of these choirs achieved success in the Fremantle Eisteddfod. Blokus’ Voices was awarded first place, while College Voices and Saints’ Harmony each achieved second place. Instrumental and vocal soloists also achieved success in the Eisteddfod.

Many successful music recitals took place in the Chapel, of which the Ensemble recital was a highlight. This year, a special recital for students in the Transition Program was also received enthusiastically. The College Music Concert showcased our most outstanding ensembles and soloists. The 2010 Concert was held at Fremantle Town Hall which provided a special ambience for the evening. The assistance of All Saints’ College Head of Performing Arts, Mr Steve Roberts, as Stage Manager, Dance Teacher Miss Narelle Cadalonga and six Drama students, ensured the performances flowed effortlessly from one item to the next.

The success of our various ensembles is a reflection of the dedication and quality of the Instrumental Tutors and Ensemble Directors. We are indeed fortunate to have so many outstanding musicians on our staff, and their services are much appreciated by students, parents and management. We farewell Mr Kevin Fenner this year, the saxophone teacher at All Saints’ for 20 years. He was founder of the Jazz Band, and developed them into one of our most outstanding ensembles. Throughout his years at the College, Kevin directed many different ensembles and also instituted the Year 5 Wind Band program. We wish him well in his retirement as he pursues his passion for composition.

All of the tutors donated their services to perform in a wonderful Tutors’ Concert in June. This event was organised by the Friends of Music, who ensured we had a good audience and a scrumptious afternoon tea. The Friends of Music provided outstanding support for the Music Department this year, and their ongoing assistance is much appreciated.

With 23 Instrumental Tutors providing tuition to 210 students, and three choirs and 10 instrumental ensembles rehearsing every week, the Music Department is a hub of activity within the College. In all this activity, I acknowledge the Music Secretary, Mrs Sue Palmer, who plays a very important support and organisational role.

Mrs Anette Kerkovius
Director of Music

Performing Arts Groups

Senior School

All Saints’ Harmony

Seated Row: Donna Lim, Rachelle Hall, Joelle Co-Rose, Jessica Hill, Ella Dinger, Averie Pernot-Hooge, Katrina Long
Second Row: Claudia Giansiracusa, Rosie Wood, Rachel Robinson, Elise Swanston, Jesse Richmond, Reine Comes
Third Row: Narelle Clay, Kati Gardridge Giffiths, Edine Hafida, Courtney Azerandah, Lucy Torsman
 Teachers: Mrs Annette Kerkovius, Dr John Swanston.

All Saints’ Singers

Second Row: ذو Ming, Kimberly Hone, Katrina Long, Eliza Edge, Narelle Chan, Donna Jarmun, Imola De Rive, Darren Fournier, Donna Lim, Amelia Jeffrey
Fourth Row: Damian Ny, Michelle Bond, Kate Gardridge Giffiths, Jackson Lamers, Robert Better, Mason Chuan Hui, Christopher Ando Andrew, Hugh Askari
 Teachers: Mrs Jennifer Kinsella, Mrs Anette Kerkovius, Mr John Swanston, Mrs Angela Currie (Absent)
Absent: Cass Swanston, Liam Baveli.

College Voices

Seated Row: ذو Ming, Kimberly Hone, Jacqueline O’Donnell, John Park, Amanda Jeffrey
Teacher: Ms Angela Currie.
Senior School
Performing Arts Groups

Blakes’ Voices
Seated Row: Devon Pig, Matthew Innes, Shelf, Andrew Larmen, Samuel Carniato, Benjamin Carotenuto.
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer Kinsella, Mrs Thea Kotzé.
Absents: Connor Loveland, Liam Donaldson.

Jazz Saints
Seated Row: Melissa Liu, Megan Chidlow, Lucas Dival-Young, Jack Vernon, William Renner-Shao, Harri Banister.
Third Row: Rachel Richardson, Liam Hickey, Robert Banks, Angus Ayres, Benjamin Anderson.
Teacher: Mr Daniel Hart.
Absents: Kelly Van Biljon.

Concert Band
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer Kinsella.
Absents: Jemma Phillips, Kelly Van Biljon, Deeana Moore.

Brass Ensembles 1 and 2
Seated Row: Devon Pig, Matthew Innes, Shelf, Andrew Larmen, Samuel Carniato, Benjamin Carotenuto.
Teacher: Mrs Jennifer Kinsella, Mrs Thea Kotzé.
Absents: Connor Loveland, Liam Donaldson.

Jazz Saints
Seated Row: Andrew Liu, Megan Chidlow, Lucas Dival-Young, Jack Vernon, Anthony Jerkovic, Ben Loomis.
Third Row: Rachael Richardson, Liam Hickey, Robert Banks, Vaughan Jameson, Emma McMillan.
Teacher: Mr Daniel Hart.
Absents: Kelly Van Biljon.

Rock Saints
1 to R: Andrew Cub, Tom Barra, Albert Hill, Charley Mo, Matthew Snowhill.
Teacher: Mr Daniel Hart.
Senior School
Performing Arts Groups

Guitar Ensemble
L to R:
Christian Long, Matthew Peddyk, Sam Bates,
Samuel White, Sam Wei, Senior Prefects.
Teacher:
Mr Andrew Staynor (Absent).

Junior Rock Band
L to R:
Katya Bates, Sophie Chen, Luke Powell,
Keneddy Sharpe.

Senior String Ensemble
Seated Row:
Maddy Sines, Brandon Loo, Mark Shelton,
Helena Tilley.
Second Row:
Runa Murase, Kate Hearne-Mills, Joanne Watts,
Alex Varnadore.
Teacher:
Mrs Thea Kotzé.

Transition Cello Ensemble
L to R:
Avril Widger, Christopher Jack Andrews, Xin Tan,
Cameron Wright, Jaslyn Wee.
Teacher:
Miss Markela Panegyres.

Transition Violin Ensemble
L to R:
Adam Kelly, Rachael Hosking, Adam Fig, Nick Cameron,
Angeline Badonkowski.
Teacher:
Mrs Thea Kotzé.
Senior School
Performing Arts Groups

Dance Concert Award Winners
Seated Row: Kelly Harrison, Madeleine Crawford, Natasha Kayser, Casey Lewis, Courtney Arrowsmith, Jane Denny, Anne Hayes, Francesca Walker, Phoebe Finn.
Teacher: Miss Narelle Codalonga.

Extracurricular Dance Teachers
Seated Row: Pete Street, Ella Sayers, Saara Fisher, Jesica Flat, Nathan Kayser, Georgia Brookes.
Second Row: Abbie Bezant, Rebecca Sherlock.
Third Row: Courtney Krone, Phoebe Anderson, Kate Lambert, Sophie Shepherd.
Teacher: Miss Narelle Codalonga.
Absent: Olivia Goodger, Emma-Jade West, Danica Lamb, Emily Kayser, Andrea Thackray.
Senior School
Art, Design & Technology Exhibition
Senior School

Art, Design & Technology Exhibition

[Images of various artworks]
Academic & Music Scholarship Winners

Academic Scholarship Winners

Seated Row: Jaslyn Wee, Alyssa Lee, Kate Goodridge Griffiths, Monica Leslie, Rachel Nesaraj, Pragya Srivastava, Lashindri Wanigasekera.


Music Scholarship Winner

Karen Leng.

Southwell Music Tuition Grant Winners

Seated Row: Benjamin Ooi, refundable Lee, Brandon Loo, Theodore Kenworthy-Groen.


College Service & Fundraising Efforts 2010

Amana Living Aged Care
Junior School Music Recital

Anglican Board of Mission
Sale of Entertainment Books

Anglicare
Suitcase of Hope Appeal
Senior School Ballroom Launch, House Hair Day, Scream For Your Team Day

Borneo Expedition

Cancer Council
Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea
Parents and Friends’ Society

CanTeen
National Bandanna Day

Clean Up Australia Day
Junior School

Duke of Edinburgh Award
Fred Hollows Foundation
Junior School Crazy Glasses Day, Busking Day

Helping Hands Project
Year 10 Community Service

Kids Helpline
Senior School Dance
Choreography Night

Leukaemia Foundation
WA Special Needs Children’s Christmas Party

Maasai Community Project, Kenya

MS Society
MS Readathon Junior School

Parkerville Children and Youth Care
Kids’ Fun Run 2010
Parents and Friends’ Society

Salvation Army
Red Shield Door Knock Appeal

Samaritan’s Purse
Operation Christmas Child

Sustainability Week
Junior School

The Jane Goodall Institute

Uthando Project
Dolls for the Children of Kwazulu-Natal

Westminster Presbyterian Church
Senior School Music Recital

World Vision
40 Hour Famine, Junior School Bake Sale, Sausage Sizzle
Lit Fest 2010

Storylines

Lit Fest 2010 – Storylines

The Adult and Community Program launched Lit Fest 2010 featuring award-winning author Craig Silvey. More than 200 people joined ABC Radio Presenter James Lush, as he quizzed Craig about his writing career. Craig also spoke to students during the Festival and went on to be nominated for many literary awards for his book *Jasper Jones*.

Later in the week, Chef Emmanuel Mollois entertained his audience as he taught them how to make the perfect choux pastry, and delighted tastebuds with samples of his wonderful pastries.

Once again, a talented list of presenters opened up the world of literature and stories to thousands of Festival attendees. Lit Fest 2010 saw the return of former All Saints’ College student Ellen Hickman as part of the program.

An award-winning illustrator, Ellen took time to visit College Art students and share her expertise. Indigenous storyteller Sean Choolburra was a Festival favourite with his comedic mix of traditional and modern stories about his life. SciFi, Ninjas, history and a 30-year-old hippopotamus were all part of an extremely entertaining program. We were also able to reveal the identity of the elusive H. I. Larry, author of the Zac Power series. Workshops by West Australian Ballet and WA Youth Theatre were popular, as was the Ethics in Sport panel.

Players from the Western Force rugby team joined College students for some training skills on the oval, while James O’Connor who plays for the Australian Wallabies rugby team, joined a panel of well-known sports stars of different codes, to talk about the role of sportspeople in today’s society.

Congratulations to all winners and runners-up of the Festival Writing Competition and thank you to Girl Guides WA for sponsoring the prizes. 2011 will be the 10th anniversary of Lit Fest – Storylines and I invite everyone to join in the celebrations.

Mrs Kris Williams
Literature Festival Coordinator

Congratulations to all winners and runners-up of the Festival Writing Competition and thank you to Girl Guides WA for sponsoring the prizes. 2011 will be the 10th anniversary of Lit Fest – Storylines and I invite everyone to join in the celebrations.
All Saints’ College
Management Team

Seated Row: Mr Matt Lanigan (Acting Dean of Students), Mrs Toni Dale (Dean of Studies), Dr Geoffrey Shaw (Principal), Mr David Kerr (Chief Financial Officer), Mrs Penelope Crane (Head of Junior School).

Second Row: Mr Anthony Radich (Director of Community Relations), Father Braden Short (Chaplain), Mr Bruce Groves (Director of Staff and Services).

College Staff 2010

Seated Row: Kent Williams, Gigi Toole, Philip Embold, Anthony Radich, Matt Lanigan, Bruce Lawrence, Enderer Short, Geoffrey Shaw, David Kerr, Pamela Caw, Sue Galt, Phil Backhouse, Steve Turrall, Sue Garnett, Patricia Finucane, Elma Bell, Joan More

Second Row: Karen Spence, Sue Sheehy, Sally Byrne, Rona Rose, Carol Boyle, Debra White, Gail Hill, Suzanne Figgis, Gary Schaefer, Stephen Roberts, Anne Cane, Renee Jones, Anne Kavovica, Kay van der Sluys, Deborah Thomas, Christine Hammer, Steve Young, Ron Nino, Louise Short, James Lackey, Sharon McNeil

Third Row: Ali Gnan, Rachel Brecht, Christine Dally, Ann Excell, Yasmin Beverley, Debra Loucaides, Kylie McGinn, Christy Elphick, Jan Stephens, Debra Seymour, Nannee Ellerton, Jane Wilson, Sue White, Leanne Stanbro, Nick Cox, Michelle Pedlar, Denis Jones, Susan Horner, Sue Sanderson, Linda Nordhaus


Fifth Row: Amanda Rogers, Anthony Jones, Donna Frawley, Jacky Ellery, Anthony Gurr, John Knight, Sue Jukes, John Hart, Lyndal Smith, Tim Dwyer, Anna-Libby Harvey, Allan Temby, Jean Constant, Kerry Drennan, Lora Williams, Janet Brown, Valerie Belle, Sue Anderson, Renee Stanulonis


Seventh Row: Sally Beverley, Sue Friend, Alain Wilkins, Grace McDonald, Pére Noletta, Carol Lawton, Karina Searle, Daniel Chapron, Karen Hudson, Rebecca Chapron, Debra Nash, Anne Millier, Deryn Hannock, Deborah Deacon, Pat Zuccala, Linda Cooze, Matt Robb, Kayeenga, Deluca Baud

Eighth Row: Amy Eliza McDonald, Melanie Griffin, Bernadette Ford, John Rowlands, Stephen Mony, Amanda Robertson, Queens Figgis, Denis Knight, Clyde Lam, Gordon Goff, Beryl Winters, Joanne Solly, Merry Hurst, Sue Squires, Thea Woicke, Isolda Woodfine, Susan Raymond, Rob Peadon, Sue Peadon, Sue Watters, Fred Schofield

Absent: Emma Byrnes, Emma Brown, Cora Barra, Jo Fidler, Jackie Ford, Linda Pearse, Sabine Gubbi, Joanne Jones, Daniel Knowles, Sue Lambert, Kate Jaynes, Kim Lawrence, Deborah McAdoo, Cathy Ruffin, Jo Harmer, Karen Bird, Sue Hume, Pat Noggin, Robert Huycke, Margaret Buxton, Rachel Scott Jones, Louise Scodd, Karl Smith, Jean Towell, Mary Francis, Lisa Seagar, Sue Wers, Kerry Mclellan
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Year 12
Leavers 2010

Sarah ROWE  Chris SINCLAIR  Aidan SMITH  Joel SMITH  Josie SMYTHE  Daniel TAN
Tawnya TAN  Rams TAVEL  Andrea THACKRAY  Vithali THAGANATHAN  Mackenzie THOMPSON  Jessica THOMSON

Taylor TURCO  Hong TIONG  Nikolai VALOV  Lisa VAN TOOR  Kevin VIZZUTTI  Laura WALKE MEYER

Morgan WARD  Emma-Jade WEST  Broden WHELPDALE  Andrew WILSON  Ian WILSON  Serena WONG

Carolyn ZHANG  Gage ZHANG  Jeffrey ZHANG

Year 12 Leavers 2010
Senior Row: Astelle Price, Jennifer Long, Cameron Burns, Shikha Balasuriya, Anna Hürten, Asha Sekhar, Eira Luttrell, Michael McPhee, Nick Matt-Lcough, Mr Geoff Godwin, Rebecca Long, Alex Bresn, Abbie Barratt, Sean Scovell, Jake Dolman, Alison Liu, Laura Lee, Alexander Chin.
Second Row: Chloe Aspinall, Terrence Doare, Erin Page, Eliza Ryan, Nikolai Valov, Michael Tse, Caleb Penny, NSL Enberg, Caleb Smart, Peter Hume, Andrew Green, Jeffrey Zhang, Taylor Young, Samuel O’Neill, Mitchell Leathley, Andrew Frappe.
Third Row: George McConkey, Peter Catchick, Marcus Cartwright, Emily Sambrook, Jessica Sharp, Nathaniel Holmberg, Emma Ireland, Carissa Bech-Santos, Peter Hume, Chris Piggott, Caleb Roberts, Emily Davis, Emma Moore, Sarah Matter.
Fifth Row: Gary Zheng, Emma-Jade West, Sharon Xu, Whilst Pulls, Brodie Whitehouse, Tom Lussend, Spoon Jackson, Dan James, Marissa Dwyer, Elane Griffiths, Michael Pizzini, Katherine Bradbury, Lauren Riggs, Emma Clay, Georgia Clark, Elizabeth Hill, Sean Cox, Andrew Reddick.
Sixth Row: Christian Mclintock, Andrew Miller, Sam Collis, Jacob de Fries, Tania Humes, Michael Allwright, Anna Huberman, Ryan Fiskin, Simon Asche, Dan Sarac, Sam Hardy, Eban Emberson, Nick Long, Jason Mclintock, Alex Brinkman.
Absent: Elizabeth Mars, Vietnam Gold, Isobelle Shannon, Chad Green, Cameron Sieracow, Sunny Japock, Michael Angeloff, Hayden Woodbook, Sarah Rowe.
Year 12 Retreat

This is not a written piece on the subject of All Saints’ College Retreat 2010. This article, in fact, is on the topic of ‘Aidan’s Retreat Experience’. You see, everyone has their own interpretation of Retreat in Year 12; each is unique. For instance, there are four groups and two camp sites; Manjedal and Serpentine. I was in Group Four, Manjedal One.

The first thing I discovered about Retreat, and something that all future Year 12 students will surely discover, is that groups don’t actually matter in the end. I will not tell you the activities we participated in (future Year 12 students will have to wait to discover those for themselves), but I will share some memories that were created on my Retreat.

As a group, we came together and created many personal jokes, which never failed to make us laugh when we saw each other around school. We all experienced the simple joy of sitting and sharing time together in the ‘common room’ of Retreat, which was in the middle of the dorms. At every break, there would always be someone there to share a chat and a laugh. There was also an opportunity, or two, to remove some of the burdens we were carrying with a few tears shed. Experiences and stresses were revealed, but there was always someone nearby to offer a reassuring hug.

Our teachers became closer to us as we talked on more personal terms. Conversations did not revolve around subject work or examinations, but getting to know each other, which helped to develop friendships for the rest of the year and beyond.

Retreat is definitely something you can only describe once you have experienced it; and even as I write this I find it difficult to articulate quite what I want to say. It changed our state of mind, our perspective on the year ahead, the years past, and all that life has to offer; each in the most positive of ways.

Aidan Smith
Year 12

Aidan’s Retreat Experience

Retreat was an absolutely amazing experience. Imagine about 35 students of your own age, some of them are already your friends, but you still haven’t talked to some of the others. Nevertheless, everyone is ready to have fun for three wonderful days. For me, they were some of the best days of my life; meeting people I had not talked to before and really starting to connect with them. Everyone is open and people forget to judge others and just get on with working as a team. I loved it!

Henrik Jeppesen
Year 12 Exchange Student
All Saints’ College

Year 12 Ball

Fremantle Sailing Club – Saturday, 17 April 2010
Year 12 Leavers 2010

Year 12 Reflections

What was your favourite All Saints’ College experience?
I will miss the friendships between teachers and students, as well as the support and opportunities across all aspects of the College. Louise Riggs

What will you miss the most?
After entering All Saints’ in Year 7, I was amazed at the inclusive and vibrant community. I would become part of this community for the next five years. Michael McPhail

I will miss the friendships between teachers and students, as well as the support and opportunities across all aspects of the College. Louise Riggs

I was amazed at the inclusive and vibrant community. I would become part of this community for the next five years. Michael McPhail

What did Year 12 mean to you?
Most of all, Year 12 meant the tightest cohort of any other year at school. It meant the end of one era of learning and the start of a new one. John Blaxill

It was the most important year of my life - new friends, new experiences, new information and new memories. Marina Cartwright

Year 12 meant growing up and proving my worth through hard work. Will Henham

Year 12 was a transition to life outside of school. Claudia Morgan

It was a chance to develop new friendships and further my academic opportunities. Nick Mayer

Year 12 was different to any other year at school. Yes, the workload increased and became more difficult, but friendships became stronger and bonds were formed that will never be broken. Shannon Beattie

Do you have any advice for the 2011 cohort of Year 12 students?
Determine your future dream career and study towards it – let nothing hold you back. Daniel Constantin

I think the Year 12 experience is something they will have to discover for themselves. Elizabeth Allen

Work hard, but remember to have fun along the way! Ryan Falkiner

Study hard and always take time to relax so that you don’t burn out. Marcus Malatesta

Maintain a balance. Don’t give up on your sporting involvements and make sure you have some downtime. Simon Acomb

Capitulate on every opportunity. Aidan Smith

School, including Year 12, is as fun and memorable as you make it. Tzar Leonardi
Year 12
Final Day 2010
Year 12

Final Day 2010